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From the Editor
Dear Reader,
Because of the lateness of this issue it will be dubbed the Summer/Fall 2008
issue. The next issue will be early January.
In this issue:
Dr. John Thorley is seriously studying the life of Charlotte Mason. He reveals in this issue and the next two
issues of the journal through a three-part article new information that has been discovered about Mason.
Frequently he is uncovering new information and will be sharing it with us through articles. He is one of
our historical editors and our UK editor. He also writes here on classical education and gives us some surprising insights. Taking the work of Dorothy Sayers and Doug Wilson Dr. Thorley shares with us his views
of their curriculum, particularly their use of “the Trivium.” He discusses languages and which ones might
be good for our children to study. His ideas and perspectives are quite thought provoking.
Jennifer Spencer provides a useful summary on some of her thoughts about narration. Providing for us a
student sample and giving us her thinking about Mason’s views on correcting narrations, she has crafted a
short article that is well worth your time.
Bonnie Buckingham shares a review of a book suggested by her daughter. It is the book The Wednesday
Wars by Gary Schmidt. Bonnie continues that with an article on Seamus Heaney’s poetry. It is a follow-up
to Tammy Glaser’s plenary session at the 2008 Charlotte Mason Education Conference where Ms. Glaser
mentions the poetry of Seamus Heaney.
Lori Lawing discusses what she believes motivates students especially in the arts.
Deani Van Pelt shares with us her blog article on a recent trip to Ambleside, England where several university professors began a discussion on future research on the life and work of Charlotte Mason. We
hope that the future of this group will provide us and you with many productive projects that will beneYit
the Mason learning community world wide.
Two articles from the Parents’ Review provide us with incite into Mason’s context and incite into educational thinking of her day. These discuss two topics important still today: geography and poetry.
Finally, Donna Johnson, a doctoral candidate at the University of South Dakota provides us with a check on
our understanding of Mason. See how you do.
You will Yind information about the 5th Annual Charlotte Mason Education Conference throughout the
journal and more complete information in January.
Enjoy your reading and if you have questions or would like to send in a response to something you have
read, please feel free to send them to editorCMER@gardner-webb.edu.

All the best!

Carroll
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Charlotte Mason’s Early
Correspondence
by Dr. John Thorley
Charlotte Mason’s Early Correspondence, 1860-1879: the life and times of a Victorian teacher and teachertrainer
[This paper has been divided into three parts, and the three parts will be published separately. The letters in
the three articles are numbered consecutively for the whole paper, and not for individual parts.]
Part 1: 1860-1865: The Home and Colonial College, London, and early years at the Davison School, Worthing, Sussex
Charlotte Mason (1841-1923) was an educational philosopher and practitioner who set up the Parents National Education Union (an organisation dedicated to the improvement of education) in the UK in 1888,
founded a teacher training college (‘The House of Education’, now part of the University of Cumbria) in Ambleside in the English Lake District, and was influential in the development of the ‘child-centred’ methods of
primary education which became a standard feature of primary schools in the UK during the 20th century. Her
ideas are now becoming increasingly popular in the USA and Canada among those who support a wide and
varied curriculum and a move away from the narrowing effects of a state controlled assessment system.
The Charlotte Mason archive in the Armitt Library in Ambleside, UK, contains around 20 letters to or from
Charlotte from the period 1860 to 1878. But there are also parts of some letters from Charlotte to her friend
Lizzie Groveham quoted by Lizzie in letters she sent to Elsie Kitching, Charlotte Mason’s secretary and personal assistant, after Charlotte’s death on 23 January 1923. In addition there are a few letters quoted by Essex Cholmondeley in her biography of Charlotte Mason 1 which have since been lost. But these letters are
not the only contemporary evidence that we have for this period of Charlotte’s life in her own hand, since we
also have the school logbook that Charlotte completed from 1863 until she left the Davison School at the end
of 1873 2 .
This period of 1860-1879 was undoubtedly a formative period in Charlotte Mason’s life. It encompasses her
training as a teacher, her experience in charge of the Davison infants’ school in Worthing, and her time as a
teacher trainer at the Bishop Otter College in Chichester. It is also forms a coherent period in terms of the
archive materials available, since in 1879 Charlotte went to live with her friend Elizabeth (Lizzie) Groveham
in Bradford, where she taught in Lizzie’s private school. And at that point of course the correspondence
between the two friends ceased. It was while she was at Bradford that Charlotte published her school geography books (1880-1884) and Home Education (1886), and founded the Parents’ National Educational Uni1

Essex Cholmondeley, The Story of Charlotte Mason (Armitt Library, PNEU 1960).

The logbook is still kept in the library at the Davison School (now a girls’ comprehensive school) in Worthing. School logbooks
became a statutory requirement under the Revised Code of 1862, which also imposed annual inspections and ‘payment by
results’, in which the government grant was dependent on the performance of the school in specified tests for pupils and in the
satisfactory completion of administrative tasks, such as pupil registration and the maintenance of the logbook.
2
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on (1888). Then four years later she founded the ‘House of Education’ in Ambleside. All these enterprises are
thoroughly recorded, but the period 1860-1879 generated far less archive material on which to base Charlotte’s history and thinking during this period of nearly 20 years. Though the Davison School logbook
provides a week-by-week summary of the school’s activities and thus presents a framework for Charlotte’s
life at this time, the formal nature of the document offers little insight into the character of Charlotte herself or
on the development of her thinking. Her letters (and those to her) do offer such insight. They also provide a
unique opportunity to observe the personal life of a Victorian teacher, headmistress and teacher trainer
through an archive of letters that has survived simply because of the later fame of Charlotte Mason herself. It
is the purpose of this article to provide a context for these letters and to follow the development of Charlotte
Mason’s life and thought in the period 1860-1879.
In the letters quoted in this article the text of extant letters is transcribed as accurately as possible directly
from the manuscript, with the original punctuation, underlinings and errors. The notes immediately after each
letter are designed to explain specific details within the text.
The Home and Colonial College, London
Charlotte went to the Home and Colonial College (popularly known as the ‘Ho & Co’) in London in January
1860 at the age of 18. Her life before this has been singularly difficult to reconstruct with any degree of certainty. Essex Cholmondeley’s account may well contain some recollections of Charlotte herself, but these are
no longer extant other than in Essex Cholmondeley’s book, and her account contains no reference to contemporary sources. More recent researchers, in particular Margaret Coombs (1984), Jack Beckman (2003)
and Elizabeth Bateson (2004), have tried as part of their wider researches to reconstruct to some extent
Charlotte Mason’s life up to the age of 18, but all have admitted that the existing evidence is not sufficient to
come to definite conclusions 3. What seems to be fairly well established is that Charlotte Mason was born in
1841 or 1842, probably in Ireland, and that she spent her first 18 years at various times in Dublin, the Isle of
Man, Liverpool and Birkenhead. It appears that she was a pupil teacher (that is, a teenage classroom assistant; the scheme had been introduced first into ‘workhouse schools’ in the 1830s) 4 at the Holy Trinity School
in Birkenhead for some years before she went to the Home and Colonial College, and that she won a
Queen’s Scholarship to the Ho & Co 5. How Charlotte supported herself at the Ho & Co we do not know for
sure (the Queen’s Scholarship covered only tuition). She had probably earned a little money from her work
as a pupil teacher 6, but this was hardly enough to sustain her for a year in London. It is possible that she

Essex Cholmondeley (1960), 1-5; Margaret Anne Coombs, Some obstacles to the establishment of a universal method of education for parenthood by the PNEU, unpublished MPhil dissertation, University of Aston (Birmingham), 1984, 61-76; Jack Edward
Beckman, Lessons to learn – Charlotte Mason’s House of Education and resisitance to taxonomic drift (1892-1960), unpublished
DPhil dissertation, Cambridge University, 2003, 96-108; Elizabeth Bateson, Charlotte Mason and the House of Education: A Perspective on the Role of Women as Educators in the Later 19th and Early 20th Centuries, unpublished MLitt dissertation, Lancaster
University, 2004, 18-26. Lizzie Groveham in a letter to Elsie Kitching, Charlotte Mason’s former secretary dated 9.7.1927 (Armitt
Library, Charlotte Mason Archive, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31), says that Charlotte’s childhood was spent in Liverpool, Birkenhead,
Bangor and Dublin, but gives no details of any time-frame.
3

See S. J. Curtis, History of Education in Great Britain (4th edition, London 1957), 233-234, 242-243 and 285-286 for the develop ment of the pupil-teacher scheme.
5 Margaret Coombs (1984), 75-76; Bateson (2004), 26-28. My recent conversations with Margaret Coombs, who is preparing further material for publication on Charlotte’s early life, reveal that there is now positive evidence that Charlotte’s mother died in 1858
and her father shortly after, and that Charlotte was a pupil-teacher at the Holy Trinity School in Birkenhead. My thanks to Margaret
for this information, and for her help in checking details in this article and in the following articles.
4

From 1848, when the pupil-teacher system was organised as a national scheme, pupils could enter an ‘apprenticeship’ at the age
of 13 and continue for five years. Many then continued as pupil-teachers, but it was possible to apply for a Queen’s Scholarship at
the age of 18. The rate of pay was £10 a year at age 13, rising to £20 at the age of 18. In the 1850s the average pay for an agricultural labourer was around 10s (50p) a week, i.e. £26 a year. Thus, even at the age of 18 a pupil-teacher was receiving well below
the rate for an agricultural labourer. See Curtis (1961), 242-243; see http://privatewww.essex.ac.uk/~alan/family/N-Money.html for
agricultural wages.
6
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may have been funded at least in part by her local church, perhaps St Aidan’s, in the docklands of Liverpool,
or maybe Holy Trinity in Birkenhead 7 on the other side of the River Mersey.
Charlotte made three particular friends at college, Lizzie Pendlebury (later Groveham) from Bradford, Selina
Healey from Ambleside, and Sally (later Coleman) from Wolverhampton. She maintained contact with all
three for many years. In London she may also have met the elderly William Huston, who may have been a
relative of hers (see Letters 11, 12 and 17 later). As we shall see, Charlotte maintained a correspondence
with him for many years.
We have only one letter from Charlotte’s time at the Home and Colonial College – and it may have been misinterpreted by some, so it is worth noting carefully.
There is no date on this letter, but it was probably towards the end of Charlotte’s time at the college, since
she had obviously done enough of the course to be doing a teaching practice in a school. Charlotte was due
to have her tutor into one of her lessons. She had not been well, doubtless partly because of nervousness
about the classroom assessment itself. The result was that at the last minute she could not face the assessment of her lesson. Her tutor and ‘Master of Method’, Mr Dunning, wrote to her that very afternoon:
Letter 1 8
Friday Afternoon
My dear Miss Mason,

5

10

15

20

I was very sorry indeed this morning when I found that giving a lesson was
too much for you. When I saw you first I was exceedingly pleased
thinking you were better and strong and not nervous in giving a
criticism. Indeed I felt as if you had lost all fear of me as a critic and
regarded me as a friendly genius sitting there to do you a good turn. But
oh you naughty girl – it was your own spirit and resolution that wd. not give
way even before disease – that would discharge a duty at
whatever it might cost you. You must not attempt another. I shall not let
Mr Hasselass (?) pound (?) you any more. You can teach well and need
only only (sic) to study our principles. I liked your lesson much. I trust the
good Lord will spare your life and permit you to work in his vineyard a
while here. If however his sovereign will – to depart and
escape this world and its snares wd. be more for your real and eternal
happiness. Do not you love the Saviour dear Miss Mason and if so to
behold his face will be glorious. I hope your affliction does not lead you to
repine. You may be young in years but rich in experience. To suffer
perfects more and faster than to do. Thus you are brought to be more
like the Saviour. May the Lord’s presence be with you in all the riches
of his power and love and give you when the summons comes an

Lizzie Groveham says in a letter to Elsie Kitching, dated 9.7.1927 (Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31) that Charlotte and
her parents worshipped in Liverpool at St Aidan’s church. This church was built in 1855 on Victoria Road (now Derby Road) as a
mission church down near the Liverpool docks. The church was relocated to Lathan Street in 1875, and this building was abandoned in 1958 when St Aidan’s was merged with two other parishes. See www.old-liverpool.co.uk/churches. I also obtained some
details from a conversation with Liverpool local historian, Jim Nolan. This certainly accords with Charlotte’s own statement, as
recorded in Essex Cholmondeley (1960), p.4, that after 1848/9 the family lived in ‘small furnished lodgings’ in ‘one of a row of small
brick houses’. The docks area of Liverpool was packed with streets of small terraced houses. However, Charlotte must have then
moved to Birkenhead, where her mother died in 1858, and where she was a pupil teacher at the Holy Trinity School before going
to the Home and Colonial College (see note 5 above).
7

8

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 10.
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abundant entrance into his everlasting Kingdom which is a Kingdom of
glory not of suffering. [Rest of letter has been cut out]
Notes:
l.1: Friday Afternoon: no further indication of the date is given.
l.11: Mr Hasselass: the spelling of the name is not clear. No-one of that name appears in the census
returns for 1861. From the context it seems that the person concerned was another tutor at the college.
l.12: . I liked your lesson much: presumably the lesson plan that Charlotte had prepared.
ll.12-23: the religious tone of these lines is also to be found in Mr Dunning’s other letter to Charlotte
(see below, letter 3). We do not know of course how ill Charlotte was, but Mr Dunning’s pessimism
seems excessive!
There is no suggestion that this particular lesson was in any way a crucial assessment. It was doubtless no
more than one of the regular visits by Mr Dunning to see his student teach. In fact Mr Dunning became a
close friend of Charlotte, as we shall see. She was still consulting him about her career 13 years later, and
as late as 1891/2 Mr Dunning contributed articles to the PNEU journal, the Parents Review 9.
Worthing 1861-70
Nevertheless, Charlotte did not complete the two-year certificate course. She left the college to go to the
Davison School, Worthing, in March 1861 10. Charlotte is certainly recorded in the census taken on 7 April as
living in Worthing. It is not known for sure why Charlotte did not complete the course, though she must have
been very conscious of her lack of money, especially since her friends at college were from comfortable
backgrounds. The offer of an actual paid post in a school must have been too good to miss 11. How this offer
came about is unclear, but it seems likely that the Home and Colonial College, and possibly her tutor, Mr
Dunning, played a part in this (more from Mr Dunning in Letter 5) 12. Charlotte in fact knew that she was not
cutting off forever the chance of achieving certificated teacher status, and she did receive qualified status
later after teaching for some years in Worthing 13.

Robert Dunning was born about 1805 in Ayrshire in Scotland, and so he was 55 at the time of this letter. He had previously been
head of the Borough Road School in London (see Coombs (1984), 80). He died in September 1892 in Islington, London, where he
had lived for more than 40 years. (All census and registration information in this article is taken from www.ancestry.co.)
9

On a separate sheet of notes from Lizzie Groveham to Elsie Kitching, Charlotte Mason’s former secretary, probably 1923/4 (Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31), Lizzie Groveham says that Charlotte left London in April 1861. However, Lizzie dates one
of Charlotte’s letters from Worthing (Letter 2) to March 1861, apparently quoting the date on the actual letter. It seems therefore
better to accept the latter date as the accurate one. In another set of notes jotted down by Elsie Kitching (also Envelope 31) she
says ‘Easter 1861 barely 20’, which suggests that Charlotte was born in 1841.
10

Coombs (1984), 81-84 has a rather less charitable view of Charlotte’s departure from the Home and Colonial, attributing it to an
inability to face examinations and instead discovering the power of being treated as an invalid. We shall doubtless never know the
full reasons for Charlotte’s departure, but Mr Dunning was clearly convinced of her ability as a teacher.
12 See Coombs (1984), 89. There seems to have been a more formal link of some kind between the Davison School and the Home
and Colonial, since Charlotte records in the logbook on 22 October 1867: ‘Had a visit from Miss Gastor (?), the Home and Colonial
Visitor.’ And on 14 February 1867 a new teacher, Miss Masters, had arrived from the Home and Colonial, though it is not clear
whether she was certificated.
11

In the Davison School Logbook the first mention of Charlotte Mason being a Certificated Teacher is recorded in the inspector’s
report of 11 January 1866. It therefore seems likely that she gained her ‘qualified teacher’ status in 1865. She actually took the
examination for the certificate at the Ho and Co at the end of 1862 (she was one of two people to get a 1st class certificate), but a
period of teaching experience was required for fully qualified status, and this it seems she achieved at the end of 1865. Thanks
again to Margaret Coombs for this information.
13
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So Charlotte went to teach (and actually to be in charge
at the Davison Infants’ Church School in Worthing in Sussex, whose Chair of Managers was the Revd. William Read 15. Mary Read, William’s daughter,
also taught part-time in the school. The school had been established in 1815 by the Revd. William Davison,
first chaplain of St Paul’s church in Worthing. It had been rebuilt in 1854 16. The age range of the pupils at the
school is not actually recorded in the logbook, but it is clear that the school was organised as an ‘Infant
School’ (with apparently four classes) and a ‘Girls’ School’ (with at least two classes by 1873). Both Coombs
and Bateson give the age range as 2-4 for boys and girls (infants), with girls continuing to the age of 7 17. But
this cannot be correct. It is recorded in the logbook for 11 June 1863, for instance, that ‘1st class of Infant
School [i.e. the oldest infants] read the psalms for Sunday. This must be done every Friday.’ This is hardly a
task for 4 year olds! And there are many entries in the logbook about the teaching of reading and arithmetic
with the infants, in particular at ‘Standard II’, which in the system of the day included reading in a reading
book beyond monosyllables, copying a line of print, and simple addition, subtraction, and the multiplication
tables 18. For the ‘Girls’ School’ on 11 November 1863 Charlotte comments ‘Greatly pleased with some of the
girls’ exercises in composition’, which presumably implies something beyond the typical 7 year old. It is more
likely that the age range of the school was the normal 2/3 to 7 for the infants, with girls staying on perhaps to
the age of 9 or 10, or even longer, since there was at the time no other provision for older girls in the town.
This does have some implications for the issue of the ‘Middle School’ referred to in Letter 8 below.
In what appears to be her first surviving letter from Worthing to her friend Lizzie Groveham, who was still at
the Home & Colonial in her second year of the course, Charlotte seems to be full of enthusiasm for her new
job.
Letter 2 19
Allow me to inform you, my dear E. that I am at present bearing a higher
honour than you can ever hope to receive. I am the mistress of the first
infant school that was ever established in the British empire.
5

10

How I wish you could see my children. Some are such sweet cherubs,
and some such noble little Washingtons, and some such tiresome little
monkeys. Strange to say, I take as much, perhaps more interest in the
latter than in either of the former. I cannot account for this, but I always
find it so. I suppose it is on the same beautiful and divinely implanted
principle of our nature, which leads a mother to bestow more love on the
helpless and deformed cripple than she does on any of her other children.
I should like to send you one of my children to London in a bandbox. She
would be like a week in the country to you all, she would refresh you so
much. She gives herself the name of ‘itta Looi’, and is the most lovable
little lisper that I think I ever knew.

Coombs (1984), 87-88 quibbled about whether Charlotte Mason was technically ‘headmistress’, on the grounds that she did not
have qualified staff working under her. In fact Jane Chidwick was certainly a certificated ‘Assistant Mistress’ from 1872/3. Sarah
Ellis (from 1863) and Mary Acons (from 1865) are also given the title ‘Assistant Mistress’ and may have been certificated. In any
case Charlotte was directly responsible to the managers of the school, and in this sense was certainly ‘headmistress’. Charlotte’s
successor Ellen Osborne is certainly called ‘Head Mistress’ in the logbook on 12 January 1874.
15 William Read regularly signs himself simply ‘Manager’ in the logbook. The only other manager recorded there was his daughter
Mary.
14

16

Coombs (1984), 89; Wikipedia under ‘Davison School’; Bateson (2004), 38 is incorrect in saying that the school opened in 1851.

17

Coombs (1984), 89; Bateson (2004), 39. The source of this information is not given.
Curtis (1961), 259 has a convenient summary table of the requirements of the six ‘Standards’.

18

The letter is quoted by Lizzie Groveham in a letter by her to Elsie Kitching in 1923/4 (Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31).
See also Bateson (2004), 39.
19
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20,

was the first

l.8: Perhaps her name was ‘Little Louise’. Her lack of clear speech is not surprising, since the school
took children from the age of two. Charlotte refers to them as the ‘babies’ in the logbook.
We know that Charlotte lodged with a 75-year old widow, Mrs Redford, in the Broadwater area of Worthing
(in the north of the town), not far from the Davison School 21. But it seems that Charlotte’s initial enthusiasm
for her job was soon tempered by a sense of isolation. The following letter was probably written only shortly
after Letter 2. It begins with a simple statement of her loneliness, but then becomes much more abstract and
spiritual.
Letter 3 22
I am all alone here; there is no one with whom I can seek that sympathy
which is such a craving of my nature. I live within 5 minutes of the sea,
and yet, until this evening I have not even been there. I had no one to go
with and could not summon courage to venture alone in a place so
strange to me. This evening however, old Mrs R took the matter in hand,
and after a great deal of persuasion, succeeded in getting me to try the
experiment.

5

10

15

20

25

30

20
21
22

I got into a retired part of the beach and stood – watching the sea, half
inclined to cry, half inclined to laugh, and more than half inclined to
scream with a strange mixed joy and throw myself in, and join with the
mad gambol of the waves. Oh! It was grand to watch the vast thing; the
view bounded only by the darkness of the horizon, where the green sea
and the blue sky melted into one. There it lay, its great bosom seeming to
be ever heaving & swelling with deep emotions of gratitude & love to him
who made it what it is, with its endless hymn of praise to its great Creator,
from the depths of its mighty heart, and filling the air with its deep, strong
cadences – What are the wild waves saying? I cannot tell you how
passionately, how intensely I love the sea.
This evening when I first saw this great boundless expanse of waters
and heard the rushing of the waves, I felt my heart beat, and my whole
being stirred as if – I do not know ‘as if’ what, for I do not know of anything
else that could have had quite the same effect. I must look at it, [not] as a
mass of insensate matter, but as something having a grand, sublime
existence, nearer akin to the all-pervading spirit-essence of the Godhead
than any other of his creatures. I believe that were I left to follow the
dictates of my own heart, I should worship not the sun, nor any of the
heavenly bodies, nor yet any of the teaming offspring of the earth, but the
sea, the mighty sea would be the idol of my heart. But as it is it performs a
nobler, holier office for me. It is one of ‘the ministers of His, that do His
pleasure.’ It is a mighty and eloquent preacher telling of the wondrous
power and majesty of its God, and making me feel my own exceeding
impotence and insignificance.

See Bateson (2004), 38, note 86.
Charlotte Mason is recorded as living with Mrs Redford in the 1861 Census, which was taken on 31 March that year.
Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31.
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ll.1-5: the context and the reference to an evening visit to the beach suggest that this is from a letter
written probably in the spring of 1861, not long after Charlotte’s arrival. Unfortunately the original letter
does not survive. The above is taken from a transcription of part of a letter by Lizzie Groveham.
l.5: Mrs R is Mrs Redford.
ll. 8-32: Perhaps Charlotte’s poetical and religious imagery are not entirely to modern taste, but the
depth of her feeling is clearly apparent. When one remembers that she was still only 19 years old at
the time she wrote this, her command of vocabulary and her sustained poetical prose are certainly
noteworthy, and indicate her love of language, as well as the depth of her spirituality. In a letter of
31.5.1923 Lizzie Groveham tells Elsie Kitching that Charlotte ‘as a girl … was ever spiritually minded,
and the letters reveal the earnest striving of the soul, for the light which in after days she found in full
measure.’
The next letter can be dated fairly precisely from the last sentence: it must be late April 1860. Charlotte already seems much happier and more positive, and it seems likely that Lizzie has suggested to her that she
should continue with her studies for the teaching certificate, maybe in order to keep her mind more positively
occupied. But Charlotte points out that study and full-time work are not easy to combine.
Letter 4 23

5

10

Thank you very much for your advice respecting my studies. I will try to
follow it as closely as possible, though, as you will easily believe, studying
for a Certificate after a hard day’s teaching is not without its difficulties.
With one hour’s intermission, I teach from 9 till 4. But yet I am happy in
the work & should not let its being hard, prove a hindrance to me. I have
some very sweet characters among my children, some that I love much
already. One pretty general feature is strict honesty & uncompromising
faithfulness. Is not that encouraging? I have heard from Miss W that
Certificates are to become honorary & ever so many other changes. Is it
all true?
Fancy! I have been here four weeks to-day.
l.8: Miss W is otherwise unknown. One might guess that she is a tutor at the Home and Colonial – except for the fact that the information that certificates are to become honorary was certainly incorrect!
l.11: four weeks to-day certainly places the letter in April 1860, perhaps late in the month.

During this first year in Worthing, in August, Charlotte also wrote to her old college tutor Mr Dunning (the letter does not survive) and received the following very depressing reply, written on 22 October:
Letter 5 24
My dear Miss Mason,
Although your last letter reached me in due course, two months and more
Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31. This is again a transcription of part of a letter by Lizzie Groveham. See also Bateson
(2004), 41.
23

24

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 10.
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have elapsed since, and I only now take up my pen to write to you in reply
– you must think that I have forgotten you and have given me up as a
faithless correspondent and friend. Pray do not think anything of the kind.
Since I returned home affliction upon affliction has come upon me like so
many rolling waves in (?) the storm. I have lost one of my dear children, a
daughter, my second, a girl of 22 not long since apparently strong, healthy
and sure of long life. My own health has also been very indifferent –
[centre of page, written vertically] my visit to Scotland did me very little
good - and my poor wife still ill. But the Lord has declared that in life’s
troubles he will be with us and in --- not leave us. Bless His name, my
hope is in him. And believe me, dear girl, I consider your case a far more
trying one than mine. An orphan, alone and a stranger and a woman too.
Ah, I would rather close the eyes and adjust (?) in the coffin the last of my
dear daughters than leave them orphans to weep for me and their once
comfortable home without any in the cold world to be their protector and
guide. My heart is always being tender towards the orphan. Within seven
years I have buried three and have now only one left. But the Lord gave
and the Lord has taken away and blessed be his holy name. They all died
in the faith of the Gospel.
I do hope dear child that your mind is more at ease and comfortable than it
was when you wrote in August. I do understand how ‘very’ wicked you
may feel your heart and yet be a Christian. It is ‘Christ in us’ the hope of
glory, not a pure and sinless heart in us the hope of glory. Paul called
himself a wretched man. Are you lower than that? If you can say ‘with the
mind I serve’ then you are safe. Do you not feel some witness in yourself?
Like Peter cannot you sometimes say Lord I love you – oh what a blessed
state is that to feel our utter unworthiness and with broken and contrite
heart to cast ourselves upon the Worthy Lamb, and feel that he is all to us,
our righteousness, our sanctification – ‘ye are complete in him’. Without
any hesitation I say to you if you are still hesitating – go on. Yes surely go
on and go on conscientiously oh yes and cheerfully, and thankfully. But do
not without a doctor’s advise (sic) attempt trying for a certificate. Let your
lawful desire to occupy this ground of a certificated teacher be put aside.
God speaks to you in disease these words – Do not excite the brain and
general nervous system or you are a dead or useless woman. Is it not
better to work without a certificate than to possess a certificate and be
unable for work afterwards? I sympathize with you in your desire, but
teach and improve yourself steadily but gently and perhaps at Christmas
1862 you may be strong enough. I hope your pride (?) is not an unworthy
pride.
If I were near you when you talk about sinning against the souls of the
children I fear I should scold or do something worse. You can only use the
means of spiritual good not the good itself. I do not believe a word about
your want of wisdom and love. And as to your moods I am prepared to
hear that you go through all the moral moods and tenses
too and yet you should when you get into the indicative assert without
reserve all you know and feel of the best love as (?) love to God glorious
(?) parsing. But my dear young friend if I ask this you must say that I am
cross. And so I must say the Lord bless you and keep you in his sure
keeping in his own arms. And though without ‘carefulness,
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firmness, wisdom and love’ as you say I must (?) subscribe myself
Yours very affectionately
55

R. Dunning
ll.6-21: A depressing reminder that the death of young people was ever present in the Victorian period.
l.10: Mr Dunning came from Ayrshire in Scotland, and he may of course still have had relatives living
there. Already by the 1860s rail travel from London to Scotland was well established.

It seems that the letter Charlotte had written in August contained considerable lamentations about her situation in Worthing. She was of course not yet 20 years old, she had taught for only a term, and the responsibility of teaching in and organising an infants’ school of some size must still have been a daunting undertaking. Doubtless Mr and Miss Read were regularly on hand to offer advice, though this in itself for a 19 year old
teacher may well have added to the stress. Moreover, Charlotte was clearly very conscious of her lack of a
teaching qualification. Her feelings of unworthiness for the whole undertaking are very understandable.
But Charlotte was soon fully involved in her work. The following two letters survive only as transcribed by
Essex Cholmondeley, who says only that they were to ‘a former college friend’. This friend was almost certainly Lizzie Groveham, since we know of no other letters to other friends that still existed after Charlotte’s
death 25 . The date of Letter 6 is probably the autumn of 1861. Though both letters show that Charlotte was
gaining in confidence, she still expresses some feelings of insecurity.
Letter 6 26
It is extremely interesting to have the different stages of educational
progress in the old books and old apparatus. All that Mr Dunning has ever
told us about the history of education is exemplified here. I am happy in
my work, I have some interesting children. There is one, a dear little baby,
just two years old; then there is my monitors’ class consisting of twelve
children whom I teach in the dinner hour. They are all such nice children;
you don’t know how soothing and comforting I find this. I think it is
specially sent of God as balm to my rather troubled heart.

5

10

15

… We have recommenced our night school and have a few fresh pupils. I
have as usual been making wonderful resolutions as to what I shall do
when we begin school again. I mean to be so firm, so kind, so loving, so
altogether admirable; I really feel half inclined to fall down at the feet of
what I mean to be and say to it: ‘Stand there and be my
admiration and my praise.’ Alas, I may do so, but what I mean to be is the
only part of myself that I shall ever be able to admire.
ll.1-3: The school had clearly inherited books and equipment from the old school, founded in 1815.
l.5: Two years old seems very young, but it seems from the Log Book that the school did indeed regularly take children as young as two.

Essex Cholmondeley (1960), 7. In a letter dated 28.5.1923 to Elsie Kitching, Charlotte’s secretary (Armitt Library, PNEU Box II,
Envelope 31), Lizzie Groveham says that she has every letter she received from Charlotte over more than 60 years, including
weekly letters from 1862 to 1880 (Charlotte actually went to live with Lizzie in Bradford towards the end of 1879). It seems that
Essex Cholmondeley had access to all or many of these letters, but only a few have survived.
25

26

Cholmondeley (1960), 7. See also Bateson (2004), 39-40.
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ll.5-6: The ‘monitors’ class’ was probably for older children who were given certain responsibilities.
The age of these children is not specified, though the title ‘monitors’ does imply that they were perhaps 10 or more – old enough to be given some responsibility for younger children. See also introduction to this section and under Letter 8 for the age range of the school.
ll.9-10: ‘Night schools’ were common at this period (see also Letter 14). They were for older children
who were already working during the school day. An Act of 1876 (Lord Sandon’s Act) later formalised
this, requiring children aged 10-14 to attend school half-time 27.
Letter 7 is perhaps from around the same time, or perhaps 1862, and shows Charlotte becoming very attached to the infants in her care:
Letter 7 28

5

Truly parents are happy people – to have God’s children lent to them … I
love my children dearly. How a mother must learn to love her children
when even one who sees so little of them can find so many beautiful and
loveable traits of character. Have you ever noticed in an infant school how
intensely fond of each other the children of the same family almost
invariably are: how the little ones cling to and lean upon the elders who
bestow upon them all a parent’s solicitude and tenderness.

As noted in Letter 6 above, there were children as young as two in the school, and so the observation may
not be as sentimental as it seems at first sight. And Charlotte was fully aware of the problems of dealing with
children en masse, as the following comment in her logbook shows:
1863
Monday June 1st
Children reassembled after Whitsuntide holidays. Rather unsettled. A good deal of marching and
drilling necessary.
… and there are many similar comments in the logbook over the years.
Lizzie, incidentally, had received a 1st class certificate at the end of 1860 (apparently at the end of part I of
the course) 29 , and returned at the end of 1861 to Bradford, an industrial city in the north of England. There
she soon married and also set up a private school, where Charlotte herself was to teach 20 years later.
Charlotte eventually got her certificate from the Home and Colonial as an external candidate, probably in
1865 (see note 13).
But despite her earlier misgivings Charlotte soon settled into Worthing. It seems that around 1864 Charlotte
was speculating about the possibility of extending the school to incorporate older children, or indeed of creating a separate school for older girls. Cholmondeley quotes the following letter from Charlotte to Lizzie
Groveham from this period:
Letter 8 30
See e.g. Curtis (1961), 261, 279, 282-283. The Davison ‘Girls’ Evening School’ is referred to in church records; see Bateson
(2004), 55. Miss Brandreth contributed 9s 6d.
27

28
29
30

From Cholmondeley (1960), 7. The original letter has not survived. Cholmondeley dates it to 1862.
See Bateson (2004), 30.
See Cholmondeley (1960), 8. Again the original letter has not survived.
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I am as soon as possible to have a girls’ school of my own. Of course this
involves a great deal of thinking and planning and changing and watching,
and waiting and seizing the opportunities as they occur; for instance we
are making the fees in the middle school a guinea and a quarter, and
various other changes are in prospect to be worked out in their time. Miss
Read goes heart and soul into it all. We have made a good many steps
already. There is work to be done in Worthing that I feel it is possible for
me to do, indeed one of the very few things that I am at all fitted for … I
could not bear for the work to stop because I feel
it to be so really needed.
l.4: By middle school Charlotte presumably means children over 7 years old (in the context of
the Davison School this was the 'Girls’ School’), and apparently the fee was higher for this age group.
At this period elementary schools normally charged a small fee paid on a weekly basis, usually a few
pence each week (elementary education was not free until 1893) 31. The figure for the middle school
of a guinea and a quarter (£1.5s.3d in pre-1971 money; a guinea was 21s. This is £1.26 in modern
terms) is probably a termly fee, since school fees were normally quoted by the term. Even this figure
is less than 1s (5p) per week. Charlotte is probably suggesting that a fee of this kind might be about
right for a separate ‘middle school.

In fact no separate girls’ school was created. As early as 1862 the church had been planning an extension at
the Davison School, originally to include a house for the headmistress 32. But the actual modifications were
more modest. On 10 July 1865 Charlotte writes in the logbook: ‘… the building of the new school interfered
with the discipline’ – though what was being built was an additional room, as the summary of the inspector’s
report in the logbook for 11 January 1866 makes clear (‘A new room 28x14 has been erected since my last
visit’). Even as late as 28 November 1873, just a month before Charlotte left the school, the inspector’s report says: ‘As at present organised the school is a difficult one to work; it would in my opinion be better to
form two wholly separate departments.’ So it is clear that the Infants’ and Girls’ divisions were still run as one
unit, all under the control of Charlotte. Unfortunately, nowhere in the logbook is the age range of the school
made clear; the inspector’s reports refer to examinations in ‘Standards’, which implies that there were several year groups, but no ages are given. Charlotte herself was later to refer to the setting up of a ‘pioneer
church high school’ 33, which may be regarded as somewhat misleading. The reality was probably an expansion in numbers in the Girls’ division of the school, which as suggested above was probably for girls aged 7
to 9 or 10, or even beyond, and which in Charlotte’s mind perhaps constituted a ‘middle school’. It is worth
noting that in a letter from a certain S. T. (?) Brown to Elsie Kitching dated 17.12.1950 the writer says that his
(or her) aunt, at the time aged 80, attended the Davison School at the age of 9 (i.e. in 1879), and there were
then separate infants’ and girls’ departments 34, more or less as Charlotte left the situation in 1873. But it
may also be relevant that in the 1920s the Davison School became a Girls’ Secondary Modern School, and
the infants were transferred elsewhere. However, in referring to this ‘high school’ Essex Cholmondeley
seems to be reading too much into various entries in the logbook 35. Cholmondeley mentions building work at
the school and the teaching of geography. There is indeed a mention of building work, as noted above, but
this was the extension referred to in the inspector’s report of 11 January. There is also mention of the teaching of geography in the logbook, but this was to the 7 to 9/10 year old girls in the ‘Girls’ School’. In fact in her
notes taken from an interview with Lizzie Groveham in 1924 Elsie Kitching writes: ‘She founded a girls’ midThe Davison School collected ‘the pence’ (the amount is not specified) every Monday (see e.g. logbook for 29 June 1863). Children often forgot their money (e.g. logbook for 6 July 1863) and debts were frequent (see e.g. logbook for 20 July 1863).
31

32

See Bateson (2004), 45-46, referring to the annual report of the ‘Broadwater & Missionary Association’.

33

Charlotte Mason, An Essay Towards a Philosophy of Education (London 1925), 10.
Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 46.

34
35

Cholmondeley (1960), 8.
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But there was certainly not a

However, there is a rather strange document in the Charlotte Mason archive that is probably best mentioned
at this point, even though the date of it appears to be around 1869 or later 37. This document is definitely in
Charlotte’s handwriting (there is also a typed transcription in the archive, probably done by Elsie Kitching),
and the opening is as for a letter. It reads :
4 Sussex Place
Worthing. Monday
Dear Sir,
You asked me to give you an idea of the possible financial working of our scheme, and I am anxious
to do so before you see yr. friend.
But it then becomes a series of extended notes, describing the financing of a school for around 135 pupils.
The age range is not specified, but it appears to be around 8 to 12 /13, and includes provision for the education at a higher level of 8 teenage pupil teachers. All costs are outlined quite systematically, and it is interesting to note that Charlotte proposes a sliding scale of fees depending on the income of parents – from
‘labourers’ through ‘mechanics’, ‘small tradesmen’, ‘richer tradesmen’ to ‘gentlemen’. Perhaps the best guess
is that this document is a copy retained by Charlotte herself of a letter that she sent most probably to Mr
Read, chairman of the Davison School managers. The phrase ‘… before you see yr. friend’ suggests that
some discussion was going on in the town about the possibility of a ‘middle school’, which never actually got
off the ground. Essex Cholmondeley was perhaps misled by this document into believing that it supported
the notion that Charlotte had actually set up such a school.
By 1865 Lizzie Groveham was trying to persuade Charlotte to join her at her school in Bradford, doubtless
because Lizzie was by now pregnant with her first child. However, Charlotte, despite further illness, had now
settled to her task in Worthing, and was unwilling to uproot. This page of a letter to Lizzie is all that survives
from what must have been a more detailed explanation:
Letter 9 38

5

10

… new home. Oh, it would be so nice. But, pet, I really could not suggest
such a thing to Miss Read. I did not tell her what the Dr said, partly
because I do not at all believe it. Were I to, she would propose another
mistress & me to be a sort of thinking and governing, but not working
party. She hinted something of the sort before. Besides, darling, my duty
lies here at present. There is a work to be done in Worthing that I feel it is
possible for me to do – indeed one of the very few things that I am at all
fitted for. The tone of intellect & feeling here is very low. The people want
to be raised, forced if need be, to a higher level. The trades people being
almost the only class resident, give tone to the town, & that tone is narrow,
coarse and illiberal. Well, dear, that if the young women of any district be

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31. It is perhaps worth mentioning that the word ‘school’ in British education has regularly
been used for a section of a larger school, and is so used today. Indeed the large comprehensive school of which I was head in
Carlisle was divided into Lower School, Middle School and Upper School.
37 The document and the typed transcription are in PNEU Box II, Envelope 23. In this document Charlotte mentions her salary at
the time of writing - £85 per annum. This was in fact her salary (£65 per annum plus £20 per annum lodging allowance, probably
paid in cash) in 1869. By the time of this document Charlotte was clearly living at 4 Sussex Place, where she was at the time of the
1871 census (see Letter 14, note on ll.13-14), though it is not known when she moved there.
36

38

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 17, No. 11.
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elevated, they will raise the rest. So, pet, my work is, by means of our
school for tradesmen’s daughters, to refine & cultivate the young women &
thro’ them to help a …
l.1: presumably the previous sentence referred to the possibility of Charlotte’s moving to Bradford to a
‘new home’.
ll.2-5: It seems possible that Charlotte’s doctor may have detected a heart problem (perhaps a ‘murmur’, indicating a leaking heart valve). There are hints later that Charlotte suffered from some unspecified heart condition. She was obviously concerned that divulging this might in effect end her teaching career 39.
l.5: Charlotte’s notion of her duty occurs again in Letter 10.
ll. 8-14: Charlotte’s judgement of the tradespeople of Worthing may seem harsh to modern views,
though it does reflect the Victorian habit of social classification. But the state of education nationally
was indeed causing much concern around this period, and Charlotte is doing no more here than reflecting the general view of the inadequacy of education across the country 40.
But Lizzie continued to press Charlotte to come to Bradford, and Charlotte had to be firm (this letter appears
to be from later in 1865):
Letter 10

5

10

15

41

… I have waited day after day trying to see my duty clearly, trying to see
that it lay in the direction of Bradford. I have really not been able to write to
you. Again and again I have sat down to write but I could not answer your
loving letter otherwise than as you wished, and I might not answer it so …
[three and a half lines deleted]. A preventive Providence hems me in on
every side. I feel now that I dare not leave Worthing. I have been blessed
and prospered beyond my wildest hope since I have been here. My work
has been marked out for me and then prospered under my hand. All has
gone well with me. And now it seems that I have been made necessary
here and must not take my hand from the plough. Do not think that this is
vanity on my part. I do not think for an instant that I need be necessary,
but when they say that it is impossible to carry out my life work without me
– that they will not attempt it, will give it up as a thing impossible – what
can I do?
Then you know that I thought of giving up my work here and truly, perhaps
I may say solely because I felt that I was no longer able to do my duty
here, but they have said [two and a half lines deleted] that if I give up my
work it will be worse than ill done – it will be left undone altogether and
many such things so that plea (?) is gone and none but selfish … remain.

Coombs (1984), 79-84 and elsewhere, is dismissive of Charlotte’s illnesses. Charlotte did live to the age of 81 or 82, and there
was undoubtedly a cult of invalidism among certain circles in Victorian Britain. The truth is probably no longer recoverable.
40 Curtis (1961), 148-170 and 230-271 is a useful summary. Briefly, the Clarendon Commission, set up in 1861 but not reporting
until 1868, dealt with the so-called ‘public’ schools (the larger independent secondary schools), the Taunton Commission of 1864
with other secondary schools, and the Newcastle Commission of 1861 with ‘elementary’ education. The latter resulted in the ‘Revised Code’ of 1862, and indirectly to the Forster Education Act of 1870.
39

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 17, no. 3. Three sheets of note paper headed ‘House of Education, Ambleside’, pinned
together. The handwriting appears to be Elsie Kitching’s. It seems therefore to be a transcription of a letter from CM to Lizzie
Groveham. Dated in a later hand 1863, but the date must be 1865 (see Notes from Lizzie Groveham, Armitt Library, PNEU Box II,
Envelope 31, sheet 4).
41
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If I leave Worthing it can only be because I shall be so much happier, so
altogether happy with my friends. As for work, wherever I am I shall be
seen to work as I do now and my friends would only be worried by vain
attempts to prevent me.
Try to see it with me. You see, I have given it long and anxious
consideration. I have kept it all to myself. I have thought it out by myself
and have not allowed myself to be influenced by anybody. I cannot decide
otherwise than I have done and it only remains to me to thank you with a
very full heart for all that your generous love purposed to do for me. And
now will you not go on with the scheme and carry it out yourself. You will
do it nobly and well, quite as well alone as with my help and it is a great
work. I long to know that there is a Middle School in Bradford conducted
by you. *It would be a great pity to have gone so far and then to halt and
leave the carrying out of the work to others.* [*This sentence lightly
deleted.] I have many things to write and tell you about but until I know
your mind about this great thing it seems that all other subjects are idle
and indifferent.
*You can’t guess what lots of plans I have already made for next summer when you will not visit me.
Oh no!* [*This paragraph lightly deleted.]
ll.1-5; 31-32: Things were moving on the education scene in the late 1860s in Bradford. The city was a
rapidly expanding industrial area, already with something of a reputation for innovation and cultural
activities. After the report of the Clarendon Commission in 1868, the Boys’ Grammar School, which
previously had been delivering ‘a poor classical education in an atmosphere of general languor and
feebleness’ 42, was split into two Grammar Schools, one for boys and the other for girls. These two
schools quickly became outstanding schools of their kind – as indeed they continue to be. Lizzie
Groveham was undoubtedly right in seeing educational opportunities, especially for girls – and she did
expand her school, as Charlotte suggests in ll. 29-33. In fact in Elsie Kitching’s notes of her conversations with Lizzie Groveham she records ‘Mrs G took a house and had paper printed. Then Miss Mason could not go - She felt she could not leave Brighton [a ‘lapsus memoriae’ for Worthing]’ 43 . Doubtless Lizzie was not best pleased at the time, though Charlotte of course was to teach there some 15
years later.
ll.5-23: Charlotte is not overstating her achievements. The report by Her Majesty’s Inspector, Mr Koe,
for 2 March 1865, as summarised in the logbook by the Chair of Managers, Mr Read, says:
Numbers present at examination: 180
… This is worked as a Girls’ and Infants’ School in one large room, with two classrooms, the whole
under the management of Miss Mason, two assistants and one pupil teacher. Much skill and judgement are shown by Miss Mason in the management of so large a number of children, all of whom
seem to receive a due share of her attention. The Scripture lessons are remarkably well given.
To run a school of 180 infants with four adults (one a teenage pupil teacher) was no mean feat; to run
it as well as Charlotte did was clearly impressive, even to a seasoned inspector.

42

See Curtis (1961), 170.

43

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31.
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Since the above letter almost certainly post-dates this report, Charlotte had every reason to be proud
of her achievements.
l.38: … when you will not visit me. ‘Oh no’ – because Lizzie was again pregnant.
There is little doubt that by 1865 Charlotte had realised that she was a very successful teacher and headmistress – and she was still no more than 24 years old. It would have been an easy option to join her friend Lizzie Groveham in Bradford, but she decided she did not yet want to take the easy option.
John Thorley
September 2008

Dr. Thorley, the last principal of the Charlotte
Mason College, continues to provide the Mason learning community with new research
into the life of Charlotte Mason.

Announcing
The 5th Annual Charlotte Mason Educational Conference
June 10, 11, 12 and 13, 2009
on the campus of
Gardner-Webb University
Conference Theme: For the Beauty of the Earth
It is no small part of education to have seen much beauty, to recognize it when we see it,
and to keep ourselves humble in its presence. - Mason

More details in this issue of the journal with complete
details in the January issue.
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The Teaching of
Elementary Geography
by A.W. Gundry, M.A.

If the work that he has done in any particular subject awakens a sensation of pleasure in the instructor’s subsequent reflections, that
subject will naturally be one of his favorites; yet the same feeling forbids him to reckon it among the most important factors of educational training. For, the higher the work is, the greater the strain, and a great strain is not exactly pleasurable to him who supplies the energy. Ask a good teacher of classics or mathematics what are his sensations during the performance of his function, and
he will answer: -- “Sensations! I have none; no self-respecting schoolmaster has.”
Further pressed, he may admit that during his work he was
conscious
only of pounding away to the best of his powers, and, when
it ceased, of
It was the method of instruction that so more or less exhaustion. Lighter subjects are a relief to him
only by the
contrast, and among these is geography. Here the master of
disparaged an obviously important
his subject
has no complex intellectual process to keep up while inbranch of knowledge.
structing,
nor has he so much resistance to overcome on the part of
sluggish or
unwilling pupils, for the inertia or opposition offered by the
boy, at least
in this country, to his own education is a factor that deserves
large consideration in the judgment of those who would educate. In
geography this resistance is considerably minimized. There are no intellectual difficulties here, over which the pupil must be
brought by force; and, as it is now taught, it grants some employment to his restless fingers. So the happy instructor is permitted to
indulge, while he teaches, in the interest called up by the associations of places brought up in his work; and this interest cannot but
afford him abounding pleasure both at the time and in after impressions left by his work.
But it is only of late years that geography has become a manageable subject; formerly under a bad method it was a terror to
all concerned, and that within the recollection of most of us. No school dealt with it thoroughly: some, finding it troublesome in
itself and nearly useless for public examinations, abandoned the teaching of it altogether, and this absence or only partial recognition of the value of geography still remains in many schools’ schemes. It was the method of instruction that so disparaged an obviously important branch of knowledge.
The plan adopted was
to take a text-book like Cornwall or
MacKay’s, a mere
compendium of geographical results,
and to compel the
pupil to learn long lists by heart. The
master next day heard
. . . for the inertia or opposition offered by the heard repetition, or he
this lesson in the same manner as he
bewildered the class with dry detached
such as: boy . . . to his own education is a factor that de- questions,
“Name the chief manufactured exports
of India,” or, “Describe the general configuration of the
West Indies.” Small
serves large consideration in the judgment of
wonder, if a conscientious pupil was
found in examination
to have written down a complete and
those who would educate.
accurate list of the
capes of Spain, when asked for a similar
account of the rivers of
Germany. Small wonder, too, if schools
neglected such a burdensome subject especially when no
scholarships or public
appointments were to be gained by supporting it. Yet it has often been remarked that our national ignorance of geography has
amounted to a national fault and materially injured our national interests. There is much to be said for such a contention, but it is
too far outside the sphere of educational questions to be further investigated here. We can at a glance recognize the importance of
geography amongst the departments of human knowledge without bringing in external considerations however important.
At the same time we can sympathize with the schools, for there is undoubtedly a formidable obstacle to be met in the teaching of geography. That is the multitude of the names that must be accepted and retained by the memory. So in all subjects the elementary facts are work for the memory, It is the memory that tells us, that the Genitive of “Mensa” is “Mensae," or that nine times
nine is eighty-one. Only in geography the number of such facts to be learnt is larger than in most subjects, and the memory cannot
be refreshed in the same way by constant repetition. Under this burden the teaching of geography halted.
If I mistake not, it was that largely and undeservedly maligned institution, the Army Examination, that first, by insisting on
geography, made it necessary to teach it thoroughly. Then under the pressure of this necessity a new method gradually was
evolved. It did not of course get rid of the necessity of remembering a large number of names, but it learnt to present these to the
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. . . but the real text-book is the atlas,
and a good atlas must be in the hands of every member of the class.
memory in a much more acceptable form, and to combine the whole into an organization much more easily retained. It is well
known that the memory more easily takes hold when it is aided by the interest of observation and discovery, and that it easily retains large multitudes of information, if only these multitudes are welded together by the powers of association, whether the association be natural or artificial. The problem was to apply these principles to the particular science of geography; the solutions of
the problem established a new method. Let us now imagine a master of the new school at his work, giving ourselves also the privilege of looking into his secret thoughts as well as his open acts. For the sake of simplicity, suppose he is to be instructing younger
pupils, say boys of 14, and to be engaged in one of his earlier lessons. The boys are provided with pen, pencil and paper. Both
they and the master have a class-book of geography, but this is only for reference; very often it is not used through the whole of the
lesson. The merit of such a class-book will be that it knows what facts to omit, only retaining the more important, and presenting
these in a convenient shape so that the boy can readily refer to them. The volumes of Messrs Longmans’ Geographical Series appears to me to be excellent in this respect, but the real text-book is the atlas, and a good atlas must be in the hands of every member of the class. A good atlas is one that does justice to all parts of the world; so many inadequately represent the Malay Archipelago and the Pacific Islands or even the European countries. It must be well up to date in Africa and other partially explored
lands. Above all it must be clear, so that a name, once given with some indication of its whereabouts, may catch the eye at once.
The master begins by naming the map to be learnt. He will not select at random. If it is an early lesson, he will avoid for simplicity’s sake any land of rugged coast-line or of high political development. The one is difficult to draw; the other has too many facts
on the economic side for humble beginners. Asia or England are best let alone for present, South America with simple shape and
simple political divisions may perhaps be selected for the first lesson. The subject stated, the master proceeds to sketch it from the
atlas or his memory on the blackboard, at the same time each pupil sketches it for himself, first in pencil; afterwards the outline is
inked in, and the pencil- mark rubbed out. New pupils will sometimes take half-an-hour over this operation; but after three or four
lessons, five minutes suffice for a practical outline. A few clumsy-fingered boys may need help from the master, who walks round
after he has finished his own sketch; some few need to be hurried, some restrained. The master endeavours as far possible to make
all finish together. Next one prominent line of latitude and one meridian shall be put in and numbered. It is enough for the present
that the pupil should not make wild mistakes in latitude and longitude; the theory is left for another and a later lesson. This done,
names are put into the map, not promiscuously, but under one heading at a time- capes, seas and bays, &c., islands, mountains,
lakes, rivers, countries, towns, natural products, manufactures, exports and imports. Perhaps seas should theoretically come first;
practically it is better to begin with the capes, and give them one by one. He does not make them in his own outline, but uses this
to indicate the position of a point that any one boy fails to find; this however becomes less and less necessary in succeeding
lessons. The boys are instructed to print the names in ink carefully and neatly. When the capes are all marked, the master bids the
boys close the atlas, and learn the capes in order from their own maps. After a sufficient time he tells them to put away the maps
also and write out a list of these capes. This they do, and the lists made are passed from one boy to another, that the names may be
proved correct, the total added and the number recorded.
Then the next heading, seas, bays, &c., is treated in the same way, and so on in succession. Products, imports and such like
have to taken from the class-book instead of the atlas, though some atlases give them. They should, however, be printed in the
proper places in the sketched outline, and learnt in the natural features. In this way a country like South America will, perhaps,
consume two hours. It does not matter if the two hours be not consecutive: the master can store away the sketches for the interval.
A third hour may be devoted to letting the boys sketch and fill in the map from memory, without the help of atlas or any
other book. This result the master takes away and marks, (1) by judging the correctness of the drawing, (2) by merely counting the
number of correct names in their right places. Then South America is disposed of, and the class is ready for another map.
Under this process it may be observed- that the shape of each country is taught by drawing it- that every name is seen and
written often enough to impress it without trouble on the memory- that the act of the memory in reproducing it calls forth not a
bare name, but a map of some physical feature with its name attached- and, also, that such a connected idea of each map is given to
the mind that it is almost impossible for a given name to stray in the pupil’s mind to the wrong map, for, the eye glancing at the
completed sketch, the mind grasps the parts and the whole at the same time, which, of course, is impossible for purely oral teaching.
Nineteen or twenty maps so treated will complete the elementary survey of the world. Some maps are more complicated
than others, but not so much so as to make the method stated either impossible or difficult. One hour at least in the term must also
be reserved for the teaching of “mathematical geography,’ more especially the theory of longitude and latitude. If another spare
hour or two can be found, it is useful to devote them to map-drawing, insisting this time only on perfect accuracy and neatness in
this important part of geography.
Practically I have found that knowledge acquired in the way described above is very firmly established in the memory. Boys
generally become very keen in their competition in writing down lists of names, and this makes them work heartily. But the real
good lies in the attention given by the eye to the atlas, or the outline, while they are engaged in copying or learning.
Such is the essential plan of work. Practically, of course, much that is non-essential to the method comes in. Notes are wanted here and there on various phenomena, as salt lakes or volcanoes. Soil and climate require a comment now and again – What is
Loess? Or Tufa? Why is the Atacama rainless? All such notes are given orally by the master in a running comment as the lesson
proceeds, and if well treated they add to the interest of the lesson without impairing the general system.
The master’s interest never flags. Every name that occurs brings with it charming associations from his reading or his actual
experience. How far he ought to share that interest with his pupils is a question that cannot find a rigid answer to suit all cases. The
amount of work to be got through is one consideration. In working with any pupils I find too much to do to allow any digressions;
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but in general school work there is usually ample time for the task set, and all the commentary you please. In the latter case the
judgment has to decide which of the various associations help the pupil to learn geography and which do not. I do not believe that
the merely personal reminiscences of the master whether gathered from his own experience or from books, do much good by being
communicated to the pupils. But proverbs or stories connected with places, historical or romantic, have their value, if they are very
striking or previously
familiar to the pupil. The map
of Scotland will serve
for illustration. I note the birthplace of Thomas Carlye if I think my pupils know
anything about him; if
. . . that every name is seen and written often enough to not, I pass by this point in silence. The mention of
delightful phrase, “Peebles
impress it without trouble on the memory- that the act the
for pleasure,” serves to
fix the position of that grass
of the memory in reproducing it calls forth not a bare pupils’ memories for ever; the
grown town in the
homely proverbs connected with Cupar, Loch Awe,
name, but a map of some physical feature . . .
and other places to the
same service. I come on, say, to
Elgin. I describe or
draw its ruined cathedral. But
of what use is it to enlarge on the raids of the “Wolf
of Badenoch,” of whom the boy has never heard? I myself had a curious experience there, for on that broken tower for the only
time in my life I felt the sensation of giddiness. The recollection is interesting to myself and stimulates me in my teaching, but I do
not mention it, for how would it help my listeners to remember the position and important attributes of Elgin? In this way the useful associations may be separated from those which are useless for the present purpose. What remains along with that which accidentally occurs adds a great interest to the geography lesson, and gives it attractive character. The difficulty of memory is got over
by our method; all else is a positive pleasure especially in the recollection. More good stories occur to me in connection with the
teaching of geography than with any other subject; quaint expressions and ridiculous answers are so easy there. For instance; - Once upon a time, a master who was talking of Aconcague said, “The mountain is 23,000 feet high, and no one has yet been up it”
– (this was true at the time). A boy of the class, with a desire for information tempered by impudence, asked – “Please, sir, if no
one goes up a mountain how can you know the height?” The master, a smart Irishman, promptly rejoined – “Why, you go half-way
up, and then multiply by two.” That was twenty years ago, and the boy of the story is still wondering whether the master was
chaffing him or disguising his own ignorance. Such are the amenities of the classroom.
But to sum up our subject as a department of education, it may be said:
(1) Geography imparts most useful and necessary knowledge
(2) With a proper method it is a delightful subject to teach
(3) It does not, however, serve to develop any of the higher powers of learner’s mind. It is distinctly an “afternoon subject.”

More Information concerning the:
5th Annual Charlotte Mason Education Conference
For the Beauty of the Earth
Friday Morning, June 12

Everything You Need to Know about Nature Study in a Mason Learning Environment
Presented by Deborah and HollyAnn Dobbins
Experienced classroom teachers of Nature Study

A full morning dedicated to:
Part I

Part II

Nature study philosophy

Nature study brainstorm of various disciplines

Tree nature walk on campus

Flower garden nature walk on campus

Observation of a specimen

Observation of the specimen

Writing demonstration

Writing demonstration

Dry brush technique instruction

Dry brush technique

Painting a specimen

Painting a specimen

Keeping looking . . . there’s more . . .
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An Address on the
Teaching of Poetry
by The Rev. H. C. Beeching
In every art – and teaching is an art – any discussion of
means must be postponed to the consideration of the end
in view; and so if we are to teach poetry with its proper
effect, we must begin by asking what effect poetry is intended to produce. For instance, is it the purpose of poetry to be simply a stimulus to the attention, a tonic for the
memory? In that case we shall employ it to embalm
facts, of whatever kind, that seem to us worth remembering. They may be facts in Scripture history, such as “Joshua the son of Nun,
And Caleb, the son of Jephunneh,
Were the only two that ever got thro'
To the land of milk and honey.”
or facts in mechanics:
“And so no force, however great,
Can strain a cord, however fine,
Into a horizontal line
That shall be absolutely straight.”
or fact in morals:
“Tis not enough to say
I'm sorry, and repent,
And then go on from day to day
Just as we always went.
Repentance is to leave
The sins we did before,
And show that we in earnest grieve
By doing them no more.”
I am free to confess that the facts I have mentioned are,
for what they are worth, indelibly engraven on my
memory, while many other facts in the Bible history and
morals, no less than in mechanics, have vanished from it
like a ripple upon water. Or, instead of these subjects,
Summe/Fallr 2008

take one apparently more congenial to the Muse; shall
we say that the facts to be embalmed for us in Poetry are
facts not of scientific but of picturesque interest, such as
escape the ordinary attention, but are well worth attending to. Mrs. Gaskell tells us that the world of her day
had not known the colour of ash buds but for Tennyson's
now familiar line. Or take this description of a last week
in February from another modern poet:
“The hazel hath put forth his tassels ruffed;
The willow's flossy tuft
Hath slipped him free;
The rose, amid her ransacked orange hips,
braggeth the tender tips
Of bowers to be.”
As a description of a copse you will agree with me that
this could not be bettered. Shall we say then, here, at any
rate, we have a legitimate purpose for poetry to serve: it
shall sharpen our children's powers of observation, and
store their memories in an easy and pleasing manner
with the beauties of Nature. One might, perhaps, be
tempted to say so, did we not remember that poetry had
a long history in England before Thomson and the Lake
School, as it is called, began to record their observations
of Nature; and if you consult the Lake poets themselves
you find that they have a great dislike for such photographic poetry. Coleridge calls it “picking Nature's
pocket”; and Wordsworth strongly objected to Walter
Scott's habit of going out with a notebook to jot down
observations for further use. Even the Poet of Nature did
not consider that it was the poet’s function to be “a guide
to knowledge” - even knowledge of nature. To what,
then, should he guide us? He should guide us to joy,
which may co-exist with the greatest knowledge, or may
be denied to the greatest knowledge; which may co-exist
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with the greatest ignorance, or be denied to the great ignorance.
“A primrose by the river brim,”
says Wordsworth, of the stupid Peter Bell,
“a yellow primrose was to him;
and it was nothing more,”
ie, he took no pleasure in it. And the parodist expresses
an equal sad truth of a learned botanist;
“primroses by the river brim,
Dicotyledons were to him;
and they were nothing more.”

(1) The poetry must be itself delightful. All the
poetry they learn must be delightful. If you wish
poetry all through life to preserve its charm for
them, you must be content that it shall always
charm. You must not now and then tuck a pill
into the jam. I speak as a parent when I say that I
can understand that the temptation to do this may
be irresistible, but it must be resisted. You must
be content that the names of faithful spies, the
laws of mechanics, and even the nature of Repentance, shall lapse from your children's memories IF they cannot be treasured there without the
It is this “something more,” something over and above
use of rhyme and rhythm. Rhyme and rhythm are
what the eye can see, whether it be the eye of farmer or
to be sacred to joy, and these other things are not
man of science, that poetry exists to give us, “the finer
joyful. Need I add that learning poetry must on
spirit of knowledge,” and this brings joy.
no account be made a punishment.
(2) The poetry must be suitable to their years. You
We shall not then, perhaps, be far astray if we conclude
must not expect little children to enjoy what you
that the purpose of poetry is to communicate or extend
enjoy. You can drink claret, perhaps port, perhaps
the joy of life by quickening our emotions. How it does
champagne, they cannot; their natural beverage is
so, by what magic of art or nature, we should require to
milk. The sources of joy open to them are the
be poets to know. But this is what it does: it teaches us
simplest, and to these you must bring them. The
how to feel, by expressing for us, in the most perfect
grandeur of Milton's blank verse will be as little
way, right human emotions, which we recognize as right,
to them as an organ concerto of Handel's: they
and come ourselves to share.
must have simple rhythms to
It is good for us all to be
begin with, and they must have
taught how to feel; to be
The poetry must be such as to delight rhyme; they must have verses
taught how to feel in the presthem, (1) by being in itself delightful; that sing themselves. And the
ence of Nature; how to feel to
too, must be approand (2) by being suitable to their years. subjects,
one's country, to one's lover,
priate to their age. There is an
or wife or child; to be taught
age, just beyond Nursery
to feel the mystery of life, the
Rhymes, which finds its most
glory of it, the pathos of it;
exquisite joy in the “land of
good for us to be shaken out
counterpane.” for such in our generation Louis
of our lethargic absorption in ourselves, and to have our
Stevenson has written, or, in a more ideal way,
eyes anointed with salve, that we may look round us and
Blake, in some of his “Songs of Innocence.” And
rejoice, and lift our hearts.
let me say here, in parenthesis, that I agree with
Miss Mason (whom we all delight to honour) in
Well, if that be so, if “a thing of beauty is a joy for
somewhat dreading nonsense verses for children
ever,” and the purpose of poetry is to make us blind
as being a trifle (shall I say) profane. I once
moles see this beauty and so feel this joy, then our probheard a mother of upper classes recite to her
lem of teaching poetry to children reduces itself to this;
young hopefuls these graceful and spirit-stirring
what can we do to ensure the poetry our children learn
lines:
shall open our eyes to beauty, shall increase their joy? In
“Old Mrs. Hubblechin,
all humility I would offer one suggestion on this point
had a little double chin.”
to-day, this: The poetry must be such as to delight them,
What a criticism of life! Keep verse for the serious joys
(1) by being in itself delightful; and (2) by being suitable
of life. Then, for children of an older growth, there are
to their years.
"
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narrative poems, such as Mrs. Hemans' “Casablanca.”
there is Longfellow, the very poet of reflective childhood; and for those older, again, there is Scott, there is
Macaulay, and there are the “Northern Ballads.” There
are poems too for all moods – poems that breathe and
inspire the joy of patriotism, like Campbell's “Battle of
the Baltic” and “Ye Mariners of England,” Cowper's
“Boadica” and “The Royal George,” Burns' “Scots wha
hae,” Browning’s “Herve Riel,” Tennyson's “Revenge,”
Taylor's “Red Thread of Honour,” Yule's “Birkenhead”;
poems full of the joy of romance, such as Allingham's
“Up the Airy Mountain,” Browning's “Pied Piper,”
Arnold's “Forsaken Merman,” Coleridge's “Kubla Khan”
and “Ancient Mariner”; poems of the joy of earth, like
Shelley's “Cloud and Skylark, “ and poems of man's fellow-creatures, like many of Cowper's. And then there is
Shakespeare, from whom alone, almost, one might find
one's children from boyhood to old age.
Not to bore you further with examples, let me
say in brief that for younger children a parent could not
do better than procure Palgrave's “Children's Treasury,”
or Lang's “Blue Poetry Book,” and for their elders
Mowbray Morris's “Poet's Walk” (an excellent
selection), or Henley's “Lyra Heroica.”
Now, besides choosing rightly for the child his

. . . poetry must not on any pretense be
made into a poetry lesson; all that is at
enmity with joy must banished . . .

poetical food, a parent has the further task of helping
him to digest it; and the best help to digestion is gentle
catechising. I say gentle catechising because the poetry
must not on any pretense be made into a poetry lesson;
all that is at enmity with joy must be banished from this
ideal province. What one wants, of course, is, that the
poem shall become to the reader what it was to the
writer; a few words may need explaining, but the explanation must not be elaborate, an end in itself, an excuse
for philology, as is done in the editions of Shakespeare
published by the Clarendon Press; the chief thing will be
to make sure that the child realises the facts, the situation. To borrow an illustration: “Take any two boys who
have learnt 'Hohenlinden,' and you will probably find
that one of them, at least, has never imagined the scene
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at all: does not even know that it is sunset, does not
know what untrodden fields of snow looks like under
low sun; has not realised the dark look of river-water
flowing between snow fields.”
If the poem be dramatic let the child act it.
There are great single speeches, or dialogues, or
whole scenes in Shakespeare's historical plays, and the
best comedies, like “As You Like It,” where the situation
is well within the child's imagination. He could learn
Hubert and Arthur, from “King John,” Henry V.'s speech
before Agincourt, much of the “Julius Caesar,” much of
“The Merchant of Venice”; indeed, these last two plays
are so well suited for young people by the interest and
simplicity of their plots that we act one or other on alternate years in our village.
I have said what I came to say. In conclusion, I
will mention two subsidiary gains that the study of poetry brings with it. It will be readily seen that if poems
become real and vivid to them, the children gain, besides
the immediate joy in the life represented, and the right
training of the emotions by their right exercise thus administered (which I maintain is the true function of poetry), they gain, I say, besides this, exercise to their own
powers of imagination; the wings of their own fancy become fledged, and they can fly at will. And, secondly,
they gain skill in the use of language. Coleridge defined poetry in a homely way as "the best words in the
best order"; and it is, of course, a primary mark of poetical style that the words are not like modern coins or
counters struck in a mint, whose value is ascertainable at
a glance, but like antique coins or medals, which have,
indeed, a rough and common value, but have also an individual delicacy and distinction, in which lies their
artistic value.
Now, these two things--a faculty of realising vividly, and a power of vivid expression--are of the essence of
culture, and the best antidote to the vulgarity which is in
all the air we breathe.
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A Classical Education
by Dr. John Thorley

Carroll Smith has asked me to write a few comments on Douglas Wilson’s book Recovering the Lost
Tools of Learning (Illinois 1991), which is I understand still a basic text for the ‘Classical School’
movement in the USA.
I can only write of course from my
own perspective, which is that of an
educationalist from the UK looking
in at the educational system in
the USA. And there are big differences between our two systems. In the USA there has
clearly been for some time
now much disquiet about the
public school system, and
this has given rise to homeschooling on a large scale,
and to a large number of private schools, mainly connected
with a variety of Christian
churches. It is probably true to say
that a major factor in this widespread
rejection of the public school system has
been the desire of many parents to have their children educated in a Christian context, and this is by
law not permissible within the public schools in the
USA.

are either Anglican or Roman Catholic. The constitution of these schools does vary slightly, though
essentially all are state funded and follow the national curriculum, SAT tests, etc., but all are entitled
to carry out acts of worship and to teach Religious
Education in accordance with their own religious
foundation. We do have private schools in the UK
(they account for around 7% of the total
pupil population), but very few are
specifically denominational. The
main reason that parents send their
children to them is the belief that
these schools are ‘better’ and
more socially selective (though
as the former head of a large
and successful 11-18 comprehensive school I don’t necessarily agree!).

Charlotte Mason
starts with the child;
Douglas Wilson starts
with the curriculum.

The UK context is quite different. There is certainly, as one might expect, some disquiet about the
education system, but it rarely has any religious
motive. The reason for this is that in the UK church
schools (mainly Anglican and Roman Catholic, but
also a few Methodist and Muslim schools) are an
integral part of the public school system. In fact in
Cumbria where I live around a third of all schools
"
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The educational philosophy
of Charlotte Mason has become
increasingly popular amongst
home-schoolers and private church
schools in the USA, but, if I understand
the situation correctly, so have the ‘classical
schools’. The two philosophies are very different,
though there are some elements in common, as I
shall try to show. However, before considering the
educational aspects of Douglas Wilson’s account of
the classical school, I must give a few more details
of my own background, if only so that you can extract the biases and prejudices that I bring to the
debate.
My own secondary education was ‘classical’
in the sense that I was taught Latin and Greek from
the age of 12, together of course with English,
maths, sciences, history, French and a few other
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things – and all this in a working class area of the
South Yorkshire coalfields. This was in a selective
(‘grammar’) school within the state system. I then
studied ‘classics’ (Greek, Latin, ancient history and
philosophy) at university, and also did a PhD in
classics. I am also a Christian, though for me (and
for most Anglicans and other protestant groups in
the UK) that means following the teaching of, and
believing in, Jesus, but not necessarily accepting
creationism.

First of all, a little about the medieval trivium,
as far as I can discover in the standard histories of
education. It consisted of grammar (i.e. Latin
grammar), logic or dialectic (essentially seen as a
method of defending Christianity), and rhetoric
(for medieval people, the ability to expound
knowledge), and was, at least in the later middle
ages, seen as the necessary precursor to university
education. In practice it seems that most schools
simply did Latin, and conceived of the trivium as
Latin grammar, followed by some literature and
composition in Latin; ‘logic’ in any formal sense
So to Douglas Wilson’s book. Wilson’s desire
was largely ignored. It has to be remembered that
for a structured and well organised curriculum and
in medieval Europe Latin was the language not
for disciplined learning is, I am sure for most of us,
only of the Catholic Church, but also of most intelnot a matter for debate, nor was it, as far as I can
lectual activities and of international communicasee, for Charlotte Mason. The opposite of this, an
tion. It was therefore an
unstructured,
essential skill for anydisorganised
curriculum and
One can devise models ad infinitum, and one one in the higher echelons of public life.
indisciplined
can
impose
those
models
on
the
process
of
However, the medieval
learning, is hardlearning,
but
some
models
will
be
useful
period was not well
ly likely to be deknown for its expertise
fined as educamethodologically and others will not.
in educational theory or
tion by many
practice, and the propeople, and it
posal to base a theory of modern educational praccertainly was not Charlotte Mason’s idea of educatice on the medieval Trivium does not immediately
tion. The big question is, how do we achieve a
inspire confidence.
structured and well-organised curriculum within a
context of disciplined learning? And this is where
Charlotte Mason and Douglas Wilson part compaDorothy Sayers and Douglas Wilson do not of
ny. In fact they approach the issue from different
course advocate a narrow curriculum for today
ends. Charlotte Mason starts with the child; Doubased on Latin. What they do is to develop this
glas Wilson starts with the curriculum.
concept of the Trivium into a three-stage model for
each subject of the modern curriculum. This is, of
course, not what the word ‘Trivium’ meant in the
Wilson goes back to the medieval ‘Trivium’ as
medieval context, but Dorothy Sayers says that she
his model for education, basing much of what he
is developing a ‘modern Trivium’ for each subject
says about this on a speech by the novelist Dorothy
based on the medieval pattern. In effect she is sugL. Sayers that she gave at Oxford in 1947. Dorothy
gesting (though she does not put it this way) a kind
Sayers was of course by then a distinguished crime
of highly simplified Piagetian model of psychologiwriter, though she had earlier studied Modern
cal development, but based in the learning of each
Languages at Oxford, and she translated Dante into
subject. The basic argument is that all subjects have
English and wrote various theological works. She
a ‘grammar’ (i.e. the basic concepts or skills), a ‘logdid not claim to be an educational philosopher, but
ic’ or ‘dialectic’ (the internal logic and arguments of
her views are none the less worth considering.
the subject), and a ‘rhetoric’ (when the student is
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able to expound knowledge of the subject), and
lary, Latin literature is certainly worth reading and
that these elements are consecutive. But does this
allusions to it in English literature are common.
work as well as Wilson says it does? Or to put it
Roman history is important for the understanding
more precisely, does it offer a sound pedagogical
of European history and culture, and the very
model for school education? One can devise modprocess of learning an inflected language like Latin
els ad infinitum, and one can impose those models
gives a training in precise linguistic analysis. A
on the process of
knowledge of Latin
learning, but
also helps greatly in
So as a model for the school curriculum I find
some models
the trivium un-illuminating and not at all useful. learning any of the
will be useful
romance languages
methodologicaldescended from it.
ly and others will not. This one, for me at least, is
But Latin has the disadvantage of no longer being a
not. How does it work for history, for instance?
living language in which one can communicate and
What is the ‘grammar’ of history? Lists of dates?
share ideas with a native speaker. Spanish or Italian
Chronological periods? Individual events perhaps?
offer most of the advantages of Latin whilst being
Then what is the ‘logic’ of history? The ‘rhetoric’ I
living languages with vast cultural and literary hercan perhaps understand, and all Charlotte Mason
itages (for those interested in linguistics, French, at
followers will be familiar with narration, and more
least in its spoken form, offers rather less in the
traditional teachers will be familiar with essays and
way of inflection and is the furthest removed from
historical reconstructions. But we don’t leave these
the other romance languages – though it does of
to the end of the course; we use them as a teaching
course have a vast literature). Greek is even more
method throughout the course. And what about
inflected than Latin (the classical Greek verb has
mathematics? Can we really sequence our teaching
potentially over 600 forms – in case you really
into anything that resembles ‘grammar’, ‘logic’ and
wanted to know). It is the basis of most of our sci‘rhetoric’? Even in languages (and the system was
entific vocabulary, it has a more varied literature
originally built round Latin) we do not learn all the
than Latin, it is the original language of the whole
grammar first, followed by something we might
New Testament, and it is still a living language tocall ‘logic’ or ‘dialectic’, and end with ‘rhetoric’, if
day, recognisably the direct descendant of classical
only because I cannot see what these latter stages
Greek. Unfortunately there are few teachers of
will be. I suppose one might argue that school, folGreek around (though I am available most Fridays,
lowed by a bachelor’s degree, followed by a higher
at a modest fee). And if you want an elaborate sysdegree shows some signs of ‘grammar’, ‘logic’, and
tem of noun and adjective inflection in a living lan‘rhetoric’, but this is not what Sayers and Wilson
guage, try Russian. My point is that, although Latin
are saying.
has much to offer as a linguistic study, and I hope
that there will always be some who wish to study
it, other languages can offer similar advantages and
So as a model for the school curriculum I find the
may be more attractive to students as living lanTrivium un-illuminating and not at all useful.
guages.
Let us turn to the content of the curriculum as
described by Wilson. As a classicist himself, Wilson
not surprisingly has a lot to say about the value of
learning Latin. As a fellow-classicist I can say that
the arguments he puts forward are all well known
and essentially well founded. A knowledge of Latin
does help in the understanding of English vocabu"
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Other subjects of the curriculum are given
rather briefer treatment by Wilson. There is also little on methodology, though the implication is clearly of what one might call formal methods with traditional discipline. In fact teaching methodology is
not in general crucial to Wilson’s argument, and it
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might be argued that the ‘Wilson curriculum’, if
one really wished to use it, could be achieved better
by more imaginative methods – such as those proposed by Charlotte Mason!
But I have another concern, though perhaps
not one that you may share (and you may at this
point wish to refer back to my brief profile above).
My concern is that Wilson’s curriculum, not only in

In fact teaching methodology is not in
general crucial to Wilson’s argument,
and it might be argued that the
‘Wilson curriculum’, if one really
wished to use it, could be achieved
better by more imaginative methods –
such as those proposed by Charlotte
science but also in music and physical education, is
considerably restricted by an adherence to creationism and by other ideas based on a literal interpretation of the Old Testament. Now I know that in the
USA this is a controversial issue, but when Jesus
says (Jn.8.32) that ‘the truth will set you free’ I do
believe (please do check it) that he is talking about
his own teaching, and not about Genesis I, which
as far as we know he never mentioned. For me
therefore there is no science, and for that matter no
history or archaeology (which are also constrained
by creationist views), that needs to be removed
from a curriculum for Christians. For me, all that
we learn about God’s creation is God given. What I
do with that knowledge and how I use it must then
be determined by my Christian faith, and it is this
that gives Christian education its direction. But that
is for me. You may well have other views.
In summary, the main issues in the ‘classical
curriculum’ as expressed in Douglas Wilson’s book
seem to be that the notion of a ‘trivium’ for each
subject of the curriculum is not an educationally
Summer/Fall 2008
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useful concept; that the imposition of Latin for all
needs to be better thought out; and that there is far
too little attention given to teaching methods.

Full Day Preconference
Workshop on
Narration
Wednesday, June 10, 2009
Presented by Dr. J. Carroll Smith
You will learn:

History of narration
research on narration
importance and ‘the must’ of narration
see several video demonstrations of narration in
various subjects
practice narration
evaluate narration and more.

and...
Half Day Workshop on

Scheduling in a Mason
School
June 11, 2009
Presented by Rebekah Brown
An experienced Mason classroom teacher and
past director of a Mason School
You will learn:
Philosophy behind a Mason schedule
Evidences of a Mason schedule from the past
Models of schedules in a current Mason learning
environment
and more
Keep looking! There’s more . . . .
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Ambleside 2008
By Deani Van Pelt, Redeemer
University College*
Some moments are lived in slow motion. I watched
myself having one as I stepped off the train in Windermere onto the tidy platform, walk through the compact
terminal, and out
into the pickup
area which
backed onto a
wall of dense forest. To my right
was a large contemporary but
quaint complex
which reminded
me of something
one might see in
Banff. I later
learned this was
the last large store
I’d see for a
week. Slowly
Figure 1. The bridge house in Ambleside across dragging several
from The Armitt Museum
suitcases, one
containing a printer/scanner, I hoisted my knapsack
holding computer, video camera, and other recording
devices, hoping to settle it more comfortably into place.
The effort was futile. Yet my elation at finally being in
the Lake District of Cumbria was not dulled by exces*Note of Explanation: During the conference of 2007, Carroll Smith asked
Deani Van Pelt to begin working on organizing a group of university professors as a part of ChildLightUSA. There were several reasons for this request.
Firstly, ChildlIghtUSA wants to nurture a community of Mason scholars who
can begin to nurture younger Mason teachers and scholars. Secondly, ChildLightUSA wants to nurture university level research and study into the philosophy and practice of Mason. Both of these are extremely important for the
training of teachers, parents and the greater community into an understanding of Mason’s educational theories. It is also important that research begin
to establish a base of knowledge that supports Mason theories. Hence,
through university professors we hope to train and prepare the next generation of Mason scholars and practicioners.
"
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sive baggage, the exhaustion of missing a night’s sleep
on the international flight, spending the last four hours

Figure 2. Rydal Hall
on buses and trains,
ever moving northward from one unknown terminal to
another, or the possible disappointment of being surrounded in Banffesque-tourist-traps for the next week.
The pure joy of arrival was slowly inhaled and
only broken by the taxi driver who fathered me through
the last half hour of
my trek, explaining, pointing, encouraging, even
delighting with me
on the fairytale
scenes that surrounded us. (See
Figure 1.) He left
me at the movie set
that was to be ours
for six nights—Rydal Hall, a grand
eighteenth century
manor surrounded
by formal gardens,
Figure 3. Mists of dawn creeping over Lake
cascading streams,
Windermere as seen from a bedroom window.
and ambling paths
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through sheep pastures, the former home of
Wordsworth’s landlord. (See Figure 2.)
Almost a full year earlier this dream had been
dreamt. Charlotte Mason scholars from various international points could convene in the Lake District to
probe the archives at The Armitt Museum in Ambleside,
Cumbria, England which housed 85 boxes and many

Figure 6. The Beehive, former site of the practicing school, located just
below Scale How.

Figure 4. Dr. Jack Beckman, Covenant College, Dr. Carroll Smith, Gardner-Webb University, Dr. John Thorley, former Dean of Charlotte Mason
College, Deani Van Pelt, Redeemer University College, Lisa Cadora, former principal of a Charlotte Mason school, and Jennifer Spenser, Doctoral
Student, University of South Carolina in front of The Armitt Museum in
Ambleside, Cumbria, England.

shelves more of Mason’s professional and personal
items, all a century or more in age. Together these researchers could build a research agenda for the further

Figure 5. Scale How in 2008, now part of the University of Cumbria, formerly the main building of Mason’s House of Education.

study of Mason’s philosophy and its contemporary practice. The application for a grant, all 70 or so pages of it,
Summer/Fall 2008

was prepared for the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council (SSHRC) of Canada. Three academic
institutions, Redeemer University College of Ontario,
Canada, Gardner-Webb University of North Carolina,
USA, and
Covenant
College of
Georgia,
USA
threw financial
support
behind the
professors
who made
Figure 7. The road from Ambleside to Rydal Hall—a nour- the appliishing half hour walk from bedroom to archive each day.
cation, and
early in the spring of 2008 the news was shared that the
SSHRC grant had been awarded. See Figure 4 for the
team that spent the week of August 4-8, 2008 together,
posing in front of The Armitt Museum, Ambleside,
Cumbria.
Almost
a full year earlier this dream
had been
dreamt. Charlotte Mason
scholars from
various international
points could
Figure 8. At the height of Loughrigg Fell overlooking
Lake Windermere on Sunday afternoon.
convene in
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the Lake District to probe the archives at The Armitt
Museum in
Ambleside,
Cumbria,
England
which
housed 85
boxes and
many
shelves
more of
Mason’s
Figure 9. John Thorley introducing the archival system at professional
The Armitt Museum.

and personal items,
all a century or
more in age. Together these researchers could
build a research
agenda for the further study of Mason’s philosophy
and its contemporary practice. The
application for a
grant, all 70 or so
pages of it, was
prepared for the
Social Sciences
Figure 10. Carroll Smith takes a photo of a letter
and Humanities
hand written by Charlotte Mason and transfers it
Research Council to a waiting computer.

Figure 11. Deani Van Pelt and Lisa Cadora
looking through one of the books in Mason’s personal book collection.
"
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(SSHRC) of Canada.
Three academic institutions, Redeemer
University College of
Ontario, Canada,
Gardner-Webb University of North Carolina, USA, and
Covenant College of
Georgia, USA threw
financial support behind the professors
who made the application, and early in the
spring of 2008 the
news was shared that
the SSHRC grant had
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been awarded. See Figure 4 for the team that
spent the week of August
4-8, 2008 together, posing in front of The Armitt Museum, Ambleside, Cumbria.
I could hardly absorb the
sights, pondered from
afar for so long: Scale
How—Charlotte Mason’s House of Education dating back to 1894
(see Figure 5), the BeeFigure 12. Selections from Charlotte
hive—the site of CharMason’s personal book collection.
lotte Mason’s practicing
school (see Figure 6) and even the very roads Mason
would travel on foot or
in carriage each day
for her four o’clock
outing. Perhaps most
nurturing was the single lane gravel path
which led from Rydal
Hall to Ambleside (see
Figure 7), a banquet of
sky, pasture, sheep and
stream which we ambled and chatted along
each day.
Our work each day
consisted of probing Figure 13. Jack Beckman absorbed in the
the archives (see Fig- collection of a centuries’ worth of L’umile
the journal for the graduates of
ure 9), digitalizing se- Piantas,
Mason’s House of Education.
lected documents (see
Figure 10),
leafing
through
Charlotte
Mason’s
personal
book collection (see
Figure 11
and 12),
diving into
old copies
Figure 14. Scanning the gems.
of L’umile
Pianta (see Figure 13), and scanning discovered treaSummer/Fall 2008
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sures (see Figure
14). Our evening
meetings back at
the Bishop’s
Room of Rydal
Hall were punctuated with comradeship and productivity, and
were known to
extend well past
midnight.
A Sunday
worship service
in Mason’s St.
Mary’s Parish
church was more
Figure 15. Mason’s grave marker in the cemetery
vibrant than exof St. Mary’s Parish Church.
pected, and a
Wednesday afternoon visit to take a rubbing from Mason’s grave in the church yard was more celebratory than
somber (Figure 15, 16 and 17).
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From the first
slow motion
moment of the
week to each
successive one, I
drank in the
beauty that must
have formed a
great part of the
inspiration of
Mason’s thinking so positively
about children
and about the
potential in humanity. With
one dream fulFigure 16. St. Mary’s Parish Church, Ambleside.
filled, the convening of Mason scholars from afar, the next ones beckon. If you care deeply for children and for education in
our times, and are not afraid to probe where others have

Figure 17. Detail of headstone.
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N a r r a t i o n
by Jennifer Spencer
successfully gone before, you are invited to consider

. . . narration is an art rather than a skill,
because it is in a child’s mind from the
beginning and is not the result of any
type of instruction.

Narration is the cornerstone of a Mason education because it is efficient and effective.

"
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joining us for the next phase of the journey.

Mason cautioned against the
direct teaching of the rules of
grammar at a young age.

Revealing Beauty
through Science Instruction
Presented by

Nicolle Hutchinson, M.S.Ed.
An experienced classroom and homeschool
teacher and the director of a Mason public
school
You will:

Discuss philosophy of science instruction and
its educational value,
consider research on science instruction,
explore science instructional practice,
field studies
assessment in Mason learning environments,
experience a science lesson
analyze student copywork, narrations and exams.
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Update on A
Living Poet
by Bonnie Buckingham
Much of the beauty of Charlotte Mason’s philosophy and
methods is to be found in their simplicity. This is certainly
true of the method most associated with her-- narration. According to Mason, narration is an art rather than a skill, because it is in a child’s mind from the beginning and is not the
result of any type of instruction (Home Education, p. 231).
Given ample opportunity to retell what he has read or heard, a
child can construct narrations which are cohesive oral compositions and often imitate the style and language of the original
source.
So how did Mason “do” narration? Her method varied
slightly according to the age of the student. In the early years,
Mason recommended that the caregiver merely listen when
the child has a mind to narrate something he had seen or been
read. Once he is around the age of six, narration begins with a
good book. Books of literary quality abound on most every
subject, and nothing less should be put in the hands of a child
by an adult. (In this way, she only ever hears language at its
best and most beautiful. This will be of help to her later,
when she learns to compose.) These books should be read in
their full, unabridged forms. Excerpts like those often found
in anthologies can fail to allow children to see character arc,
plot development, or the full range of ideas from the author.
(Home Education, p. 231-232)
Once a great book has been chosen, who will read it?
This depends upon the age of the child. Children of all ages

Poets and novelists paint pictures
for him, while Imagination clears
his eyes so that he is able to see
those pictures: they fill the world,
too, with deeply interesting and
delightful people who live out
their lives before his eyes.
enjoy being read aloud to by someone with fluid and entertaining expression, and there is value in this activity. However, relying strictly on this method will deny the child the opportunity to stand on his own feet. As soon as the child can
read well for himself, say around the age of eight or nine,
much of what he reads should be read silently. Before read"
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ing, the teacher should prepare the student by talking a moment about where they left off the day before. It may sometimes be necessary to give a brief introduction to the new
episode by explaining difficult vocabulary or giving historical
background, but very little time should be spent here. After a
single reading, the student(s) should be asked to retell the story without interruption or correction from the teacher. Students will sometimes correct each other or share differing
opinions or perspectives about the same passage. The
teacher’s role is to facilitate this dialogue and to refrain from
too much input. Give the students time to clear up their own
misunderstandings as they continue the story. (Home Education p. 232-233)
At this stage, teachers and parents sometimes worry
that narrations are skimpy or scattered. Again, the more opportunity the child has with the activity, the better she will get
at organizing her thoughts. If the child does not seem to be
able to narrate an entire episode, try having him read a paragraph, or even a sentence, at a time, and work up from there.
This method of oral narration should be used across all subject areas. For record-keeping purposes, you may choose to
transcribe or record narrations periodically so that you and the
child can see the progress being made.
Mason educators often ask, “When is the best time to
transition from oral to written narration?” The answer to this
question is that you do not move away from oral narration
altogether.
Much of
what the
student
narrates
will continue to
be oral
throughout the
school
years.
Written
narration is to
be
added
once the
student
has
mastered
handwriting
and has
acquired
a reasonable
amount
of
knowledge
Seamus Heaney is pictured in-between friends Eugene
Kielt and his wife. Poetry and picture used by permission
of the wonderful people at www.seamusheaney.org.
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A Book Review:
The Wednesday Wars
by Bonnie Buckingham
about spelling and conventions (through copy work and dictation), usually around the age of nine or ten. When first introducing written narration, you may want to have your
student(s) write only one per week or so. When the child is
older you can incorporate more written narration while continuing to allow much oral narration as well.
Narration was Mason’s method of choice for assessing
how well her students were comprehending their daily reading, but she also used it as a synthesizing activity on end-ofterm exams. If you have not seen the examples of exam questions posed to elementary students and the responses she received, it would be worth your time to look in Volume 3,
School Education, in the appendix. In the meantime, please
enjoy the following response of Storm Hutchinson, a tenyear-old home school student who was new this year to written narration. The exam was given at the end of the school
year, after spending many months studying Rome using various books. Storm’s response has been transcribed as it was
written by him. Notice that, even though mistakes in conventions are evident, Storm is already toying with stylistic devices he has observed in his reading.
Prompt: Explain why the Romans became a strong people.
Share a story that illustrates your points.
Response: The Romans. When you hear that you think BIG,
STRONG. Im going to tell you why, and how they became
that.
It all began in a little town in Italy. It was were the
bandits and the people when you see you think “don’t go near
that guy” live. This town was called Rome. Yep, they used to
be a Town, not a city, not a empir but a little town they got
larger by deafing [defeating] other vellages and had great
events and great wars untell we get to a war were a man went
down too the enemy camp and was plotting to kill the king. A
genrel came out of a tent and he thout he was the king and
killed Him. They arrested him and was about to trow him into
the fire when he stuck his hand into the fire and kept it there.
The king was amazed and he let there be a truce because he
saw Pride.
Now that’s just one of the intresting stories of rome until we get to the third punic war. The Cartheniens were aginst
the Romens in a Bloody Bloody war entell the Romans put up
defenses and won one of the Bloodiest wars in their time.
Summe/Fallr 2008

Some of the thing that the Romans did to Become The
Empire was that They almost were always Fighting and Conquering. They Had hard Workers. But There was some Bad
thing like the people always fout, not rich, the poor.
So when you hear Rome, Have a new perspective.
They Became a Empire because they had pride, srangth, and
wernt afraid of dying.
Assessments of this kind not only show what the child
has internalized about the subject matter, but they also serve
as a sort of road map for instruction. Storm’s mother can tell
very quickly whether or not he has misunderstood anything
that needs to be revisited in order for the next period in history to make sense. She can also see that, while Storm’s use of
commas is mostly correct, he is having some difficulty with
knowing where capital letters go. It might be tempting at this
point to have a “lesson” on capitalization. However, Mason
cautioned against the direct teaching of the rules of grammar
at a young age. Rather than marking Storm’s paper full of red
ink, his mother might simply call attention to capital letters
during her next few dictation and copy work lessons.
Through conversation, the child can work out the whys and
wherefores of capitalization until that information is gradually
and voluntarily transferred into his writing. As his writing
matures and he gains more experience with the written word
through active reading, dictation, and copy work, these mistakes in spelling and conventions will begin to diminish.
(Home Education, p. 247)
Narration is the cornerstone of a Mason education because it is efficient and effective. We will explore this topic
further in future issues of The Review, but in the meantime
allow me to encourage you to read what Mason herself wrote
on the subject in her volumes.
Jennifer Spencer has worked as a classroom teacher and administrator in public, private, and home schools for eleven
years. She has an undergraduate degree in Early Childhood
and a masters in Elementary Education. Ms Spencer is currently pursuing a PhD at the University of South Carolina in
Language and Literacy. Her interests include language acquisition, historical research, and writing. Currently, Jennifer
lives in Lexington, SC with her husband and two children and
is employed with Lexington County School District One.
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What Motivates? The Piquing of
Interest in the Arts
By Lori Lawing
Tammy Glaser gave a plenary session at the 2008 ChildLightUSA summer conference on the use of scaffolding as
suggested by Russian educational psychologist, Lev Vygotsky. She started her “On Parallel Tracks” session with the
following poem by Pulitzer Prize winner Seamus Heaney:
Scaffolding
Masons, when they start upon a building,
Are careful to test out the scaffolding;
Make sure that the planks won’t slip at busy points,
Secure all ladders, tighten bolted joints.

On his big time-keeping foot, as bare as an abbot's.
Red brick and slate, plum tree and apple retain
Their credibility, a CD of Bach is making the rounds
Of the common or garden air. Above them a jet trail
Tapers and waves like a willow wand or a taper.
"If art teaches us anything," he says, trumping life
With a quote, "it's that the human condition is private."
· From District and Circle by Seamus Heaney, published by
Faber

And yet all this comes down when the job’s done
Showing off walls of sure and solid stone.
So it, my dear, there sometimes seem to be
Old bridges breaking between you and me
Never fear. We may let the scaffolds fall
Confident that we have built our walls.
Tammy’s example of poetry is exactly what Charlotte
Mason said about a poem.
“Poets and novelists paint pictures for him, while Imagination
clears his eyes so that he is able to see those pictures: they fill
the world, too, with deeply interesting and delightful people
who live out their lives before his eyes.” (Ourselves, p. 39) It
was that poem that helped my imagination understand scaffolding in teaching.
Heaney’s latest book, 2006, is called District and Circles,
which won the T.S. Eliot Prize. His poems recall his travels to
work on the District and Circle lines of the London Subway.
He writes an elegy to Czeslaw Milosz. Heaney suffered a
stroke late that summer as this volume came out in the fall.
This poem is likened to Robert’s Frost’s “Birches.”
Here is another poem by Seamus Heaney
The Birch Grove
At the back of a garden, in earshot of river water,
In a corner walled off like the baths or bake-house
Of an unroofed abbey or broken-floored Roman villa,
They have planted their birch grove. Planted it recently only,
But already each morning it puts forth in the sun
Like their own long grown-up selves, the white of the bark
As suffused and cool as the white of the satin nightdress
She bends and straightens up in, pouring tea,
Sitting across from where he dandles a sandal
"
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I read a review in World magazine for a book
called The Wednesday Wars. My daughter listened
to it while I was at the ChildLightUSA Charlotte
Mason Education Conference. She said I HAD to
listen to it. And I did.
Gary Schmidt, professor of English at Calvin College, after writing his Newbery Honor winning
book, Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy, wrote
The Wednesday Wars but in a much different style:
humor. It takes place in 1967 on Long Island in a
junior high school. Holling Hoodhood (yes, that is
his name; yes, taken from Holling C. Holling) is the
7th grade narrator. On Wednesday afternoons, the
Jews go to the Synagogue for their religious training and the Catholics to the church. He is Protestant. He stays with his English teacher doing this-reading Shakespeare! They cover The Merchant of
Venice, The Tempest, Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet and Much Ado About Nothing. The Vietnam War
and the 1968 election are in the background of their
lives. A tumultuous time in America--Martin
Luther King and Robert Kennedy are killed. Although this is not a Charlotte Mason classroom,
Shakespeare changes Holling and other students.
You will laugh (lots of school silliness) and want to
read all the above plays. Not only you, but your
students! Hang in there with lines like this if you
are a principal: “Mr. Guareschi’s (the principal)
long ambition had been to become dictator of a
small country.” The audio version is priceless. It’s
read by a New Yorker with all the accents and
names pronounced well! As Shakespeare wrote in
The Merchant of Venice: “ In the end truth will out.”
Here’s a taste for your ears:
“ Malcolm and Donalbain are the king’s sons,
not….”
“You know,” I said, “it’s not so easy to read Shakespeare –especially when he can’t come up with
names that you can tell apart.”
Mrs. Baker rolled her eyes. This time I was sure.
“Shakespeare did not write for your ease of reading,” she said.
No kidding, I thought.
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“He wrote to express something about what it
means to be a human being in words more beautiful than had ever yet been written.”
“So in Macbeth, when he wasn’t trying to find
names that sound alike, what did he want to express in words more beautiful than had ever yet
been written?”
Mrs. Baker looked at me for a long moment. Then
she went and sat down at her desk. “That we are
made for more than power,” she said softly. “That
we are made for more than our desires. That pride
combined with stubbornness can be disaster. And
that compared with love, malice is a small and petty thing.”
We both were quiet. ( pg. 109)
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What motivates? This is a good question to be asking.
When we don’t ask that question, we ask others, for instance, what curriculum should we use? What is the
most effective method of teaching? What does every 6th
grader need to know? Often we look at education as our
duty to fill our little charges with the information they
need to know, i.e. their ABC’s and 123’s, their history,
their geography. Notice the emphasis is on getting information into the head of the child.
Charlotte Mason viewed education from a much different perspective. Among other tenants, she saw Education as a Science of Relations. What does this mean? To
quote Leslie Laurio’s modern paraphrase, Charlotte Mason says, “What I mean is that we personally have relationships with everything that exists right now, everything that's ever existed in the past, and everything that
will exist in the future and, for each of us, our fullness of
life, broadness of mind, expression and ability to be useful depends on how much we grasp these relationships
and how many of them we seize. Every child is heir to a
vast inheritance, inheriting all of the past ages and
everything in the present.”
Do you see what she is saying here? Educating is not
filling little minds with information…No! God’s world
is much more vast. God’s ways are superior. “The question is what procedures are necessary so that the child
can take possession of his inheritance…what's already
his.”
Charlotte Mason would go on to say, “Seen from this
perspective, we no longer talk about how to develop his
faculties, or how to train his moral nature, or guide his
religious sentiments, or educate him towards his future
career or social standing. Instead, we accept the child
as he is--a person with a lot of healthy affinities and inborn attachments. Therefore, we perceive that our task is
to give him a chance to make the largest number of these
attachments good. Our Role is to Remove Obstacles and
to Pique Interest.”
Now let’s take a look at three vital areas where Charlotte
Mason would want us to pique the interest of the child.
These three areas are aesthetic: art, poetry and music.
Charlotte Mason would say that the aesthetics are all divinely inspired. If so we might ask, how does God use
the aesthetics to touch our hearts? Music, art and poetry
not only present truth and goodness but they move us
because they present truth and goodness in a context of
timeless, universal beauty. Now, this is not to say that
all examples of aesthetics are beautiful. Much bad art is
"
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not beautiful! Nor does good art avoid displaying the
effects of sin. But, when the art form is excellent it can
be beautiful even when it presents some aspect of the
Fall. As Christians, we see glimpses of paradise even in
our fallen world. We have hope that the Redeemer is
returning to restore all of creation back to the paradise
that was lost.
We don’t have to look past our own
noses to see the reality of man’s fall
into sin. As a result of our sin we are
at enmity with God. We have defied
his holiness through our transgressions.
But God’s Word has a story to tell, a
story of Redemption through the blood
of his Son. This is the grand story of
Redemption. In smaller yet still significant ways the aesthetics (poetry, paintings and music) can portray stories
of the hope of redemption in this fallen world.
My title is “What motivates? Piquing of Interest in the
Arts.” But I’d like to add a subtitle which is really my
thesis: ”Seeing the Hope of Redemption in the Beauty of
the Arts.”
Since Education is a Science of Relations, let me introduce you to some of your relations! The painter
Domenico Ghirlandaio, the poet Elizabeth Barrett
Browning and the composer Modest Mussorgsky. And I
want you to see the hope of redemption in the beauty of
their art, poetry, and music.
PICTURE STUDY
Quoting Mason again: “The painting has influence
upon the child… he is enriched more than we know in
having really looked at even a single picture. There
must be some knowledge, not the technical knowledge
of how to produce, but some reverent knowledge of what
has been produced.
“There is no talk about schools of painting, little about
style; consideration of these matters comes in later life,
but the first and most important thing is to know the pictures themselves. As in a worthy book we leave the author to tell his own tale, so do we trust a picture to tell
its tale through the medium the artist gave it.
“When children study great paintings, Children learn,
not merely to see a picture but to look at it, taking in
every detail. Then the picture is turned over and the
children tell what they have seen.” [What the child is
able to narrate regarding the painting shows his ability to
appreciate art…]“but this is the least of the gains. We
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A Charlotte Mason Quiz
By; Dr. Donna M. Johnson
cannot measure the influence that one or another artist
has upon the child's sense of beauty.”
Children need to know what is true and what is good
(moral). However truth and goodness are communicated
most effectively through aesthetic beauty. It is the aesthetics that move us! So according to Miss Mason a picture (painting) has a story to tell. Can we perhaps see
the story of the hope of redemption even on a small scale
in a great work of art?
I’d like you to meet Domenico Ghirlandaio. He was
painting in Florence, Italy during the High Renaissance.
One of the great legacies of Ghirlandaio is that he is
credited with having given some early art education to
Michelangelo. In the year 1490 he painted An Old Man
and His Grandson.
What do you see?
Did you see the unconditional love in the eyes of the
child and in the eyes of his grandfather? Did it portray
for you a sense of the hope of redemption…that one day
the Redeemer will return to make all things new?
RECITATION
Quoting Mason: “Recitation is among the most useful
and advancing tools for education. It has been called
'the children's art.' It is born in children to recite, like a
buried jewel waiting to be discovered. Even ordinary
children get beyond their stiffness and recite artistically
and dramatically. A child should speak with such precise rendering of every shade of meaning that he interprets the author's work to his listener. It takes appreciation for a work to be able to do that, as well as sensitivity and expressiveness. That's why reciting is a learning
experience on its own.
“Words should be a source of pleasure. They are worth
our respect, and beautiful words deserve to be spoken
beautifully, with clear tones and precise pronunciation.
Very young children will pick up on this by example, by
hearing well-written works read aloud sometimes.”
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I’d like you to meet Elisabeth Barrett Browning and two
stanzas from her lovely poem “Lessons from the Gorse.”
which can be found in Country Diary of an Edwardian
Lady by Edith Holton
Mountain gorses, ever golden!
Cankered not the whole year long?
Do you teach us to be strong?
Howsoever pricked and holden
Like your thorny blooms, and so
Trodden on by rain and snow
Up the hill-side of this life, as bleak as where ye grow?
Mountain blossoms, shining blossoms!
Do ye teach us to be glad
When no summer can be had,
Blooming in our inward bosoms?
Ye, whom God preserveth still,
Set as lights upon a hill
Tokens to the wintry earth, that Beauty liveth still!
What does winter look like to a young child. My little
one asked me one winter day, “Mommy, are those trees
dead?” What does Elisabeth Barrett Browning suggest
to us in this poem? When all else is in the death-sleep
of winter, causing us to wonder will life ever return, the
mountain gorse is “set as lights upon a hill, ye whom
God preserveth still…do ye teach us to be glad, when no
summer can be had…that Beauty liveth still!”
Do you see the hope of redemption in the beauty of the
winter gorse?
MUSIC
Charlotte Mason realized that “music just might provide
much joy and interest to everyone's life. Since students in
her schools were getting the best of everything--the
greatest literature and art, she thought they should have
the greatest music, too.
“It had been assumed that children who showed no special talent for playing the piano were simply not musi" 41
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cally inclined and wouldn't like concerts. But music appreciation is different from playing an instrument in the
same way that being a natural actor is different from enjoying a Shakespeare play, or being able to paint is different from enjoying a painted picture. All children, not
just the musically inclined ones, can learn to appreciate,
understand and enjoy music.”
I’d like you to meet the Russian composer Modest Mussorgsky! His Pictures at an Exhibition is a series of piano pieces describing paintings in sound. This composition was written in commemoration of his friend, the
artist and architect Viktor Hartmann. Following Hartmann's early death from an aneurysm at the age of only
39, an exhibition of over 400 of his paintings was displayed in the Academy of Fine Arts in St Petersburg,
1874. This inspired Mussorgsky to compose his suite
Pictures at an Exhibition.
The orchestral arrangement you will hear begins with a
promenade. It is as if the visitor to the art gallery is
promenading through the exhibit, stopping as each of
Hartman’s paintings captures his attendtion. I will play
for you the Promenade and then two short movemments:
the first is “Ballet of the Little Chicks in Their Shells.”
Hartman painted this picture of an actual Russian children’s ballet. The second is the “Two Jews,” one rich,
one poor. You’ll hear in Mussorgsky’s music and you’ll
see in Hartman’s painting the constrast between rich and
poor.
Lastly you’ll hear Mussorgsky’s finale the “Great Gates
of Kiev.” Hartman’s painting was his design for building of the city gates of Kiev. In this finale piece you will
once again experience the climatic story of redemption.
You can’t help but consider the anguish of the Mussorgsky’s loss at the untimely death of his friend Hartman. However, the piece ends with a grand climax…
surely you’ll hear the hope of redemption!
I conclude with a chilling observation from Gresham
Machen, a Presbyterian theologian of the early 20th century. This quote was taken from a talk given by John
Piper.
“Are we better off with modernity? He (Machen) grants
we are better off with material things, but are we better
off in the realm of the Spirit? ‘The improvement appears in the physical conditions of life, but in the spiritual realm there is a corresponding loss! The loss clearest
perhaps in the realm of art… despite the mighty revolution which has been produced in the external condition
of life, …no great poet is now living to celebrate the
"
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change, humanity has suddenly become dumb. Gone
too are the great painters, the great musicians, the great
sculptors. The art that still subsists is largely imitative,
and where it is, it is usually bazaar.’”
By piquing an interest in the arts with our children, perhaps we can revive our dying spirits and rejoice in the
hope of redemption! May the Redeemer grant it so!
Lori Lawing is a pastor’s wife and home schooling mother of five
children in Denver, NC. She loves reveling in good literature, especially poetry and Shakespeare. She may be reached at
lorilawing@bellsouth.net.
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Are you a CM expert? Have you read all the books in
the Series, some of them over and over? Well then, this is a
chance to prove your expertise. Read each of the quotes below and jot down the number of the volume from which you
think the quote has been taken. When you have made a decision about all the quotes, check your answers on page 43. No
peeking until you have read through the entire list! Enjoy!
_____ 1. “Education is a life; that life is sustained on ideas;
ideas are of spiritual origin, and . . . we get them chiefly as we
convey them to one another. The duty of parents is to sustain
a child’s inner life with ideas as they sustain his body with
food.”
_____ 2. “We trust much to Good Books. – Once more, we
know that there is a storehouse of thought wherein we may
find all the great ideas that have moved the world. We are
above all things anxious to give the child the key to this
storehouse. . . . We are determined that the children shall love
books, therefore we do not interpose ourselves between the
book and the child.”
_____3. “The child should long continue to hear far more
reading than he does for himself. . . . Oral work is certain to
displace much of the present written work in the school of the
future, at least in the earlier years; and at home there is
scarcely a more commendable and useful practice than that of
reading much of good things aloud to children.”
_____4. “Every scholar of six years old and upwards should
study with ‘delight’ his own, living, books on every subject in
a pretty wide curriculum. Children between six and eight must for the most
part have their books read to them. By
means of the free use of books the mechanical difficulties of education – reading, spelling, composition, etc. – disappear, and studies prove themselves to be
‘for delight, for ornament, and for ability.’”
_____5. “It seems a great waste to devote, as at present, the main part of a
number of school years to the mere mechanics of reading and spelling. The unreasoned and unreasonable devotion to our irrational English
spelling in itself robs the child of probably two whole years of
school life. . . . Notwithstanding all the time and effort given
to the subject, the results too often show only mechanical,
stumbling, expressionless readers, and poor thought getters
from what is read..”
_____6. “Reading, except at least as an exercise entirely incidental to other activities and interests, should usually be
deferred until the age of eight, or as some put it, until the age
of nine or ten.”
_____ 7. “If words were always made on a given pattern in
English, if the same letters always represented the same
sounds, learning to read would be an easy matter. . . . But
many of our English words are, each a law unto itself.”
_____8. “It is also a fact that most children will . . . learn to
read tolerably, of themselves, without set lessons or formidable methods. . . in the plays, games, and other natural
activities of the children. Where children have good homes,
reading will be learned independently.”
_____ 9. “There is a time when . . . the pupil wants life, not
death, in literature; when he wants to forage among life’s
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ideals and ring the changes on all the feelings; wants freedom
to roam and to look at himself in that best mirror of the soul,
the world’s best literature. English will not be disliked if the
pupil is permitted and encouraged to feed these interests, and
especially if his individual interest and even whims are not
crossed.”
By now – if you truly are a CM expert, you realize
that something’s up. These are not all Charlotte Mason
quotes. So – from here on, instead of trying to determine the
volume number, just make a decision about whether or not the
quote should be attributed to Charlotte Mason. When you
reach the end of the list, you will find an explanation. The
answers, by the way, are still on page 43.
_____10. “As to choice of reading matter, there is no better
guide than the perennial interest of childhood itself, which has
voted its preference for . . . the great old myths and folk
tales, . . . likewise the Old Testament Bible stories, . . . the old
songs and ballads, and later the tales of heroes and adventurers, the best collections of animal stories told by writers who
know their animals, even poems and stories that are somewhat beyond the child’s full comprehensionl. . . . Care should
be taken to give the children the very best, and from the start.
The tons of trash that are annually sold . . . are robbing the
children of the chastening influence of real child classics;
which after all he himself prefers even in the start, and which
do much to lay in him the foundations of correct literary taste
as well as of right ideals of life and conduct.”
_____ 11. “Children can be most fitly educated on Things
and Books: Things, e.g. . . natural obstacles for physical contention, . . . materials to work in, . . . natural objects in situ,
objects of art, [and] scientific apparatus.”
_____ 12. “Confinement to a seat and desk is bad for the
child. His brain activity is sensory and motor. . . . so he should
learn to sense and perceive objects, real things, not dealing
mainly with symbols. Nature study is wanted.”
_____ 13. “Reading must be postponed. The child. . . must
not do this passive thing so much. There are writing, drawing,
music, painting, modeling, etc., for the earlier years, and nature study. Manual training and work belong here.”
_____ 14. “The habits of the child produce the character of
the man. . . . Every day, every hour, the parents are either passively or actively forming those habits in their children upon
which, more than upon anything else, future character and
conduct depend.”
_____15. “They are free under authority, which is liberty; to
be free without authority is license.”
_____16. “From five to ten is the ‘habit-forming epoch, . . .
the time to teach the child to do easily and habitually a large
number of useful things,’ the time to teach ‘habits of conduct,
various bodily activities, and correct habits of speech, expression, and singing.’”
_____17. “Children left to their seats to ‘study’ at an age
when voluntary attention is undeveloped ‘acquire habits of
listlessness and mind-wandering’ that are difficult to overcome afterward. ‘They read over many times that which does
not hold their attention and is not remembered.’”
_____18. “A child has natural relations with a vast number of
things and thoughts: so we train him upon physical exercises,
nature lore, handcrafts, science and art, and upon many living
books, for we know that our business is not to teach him all
about anything, but to help him to make as many as may be of
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‘those first-born affinities that fit our new existence to existing things.’”
_____19. “The child does not want to learn reading as a mechanical tool. He must have a ‘personal hunger’ for what is
read. He must come, too, to his reading with personal experience with which to appreciate it.”
_____20. “Every child has a right of entry to several fields of
knowledge. This appetite or desire for knowledge is a sufficient stimulus for all school work, if the knowledge be fitly
given.”
_____21. “As child nature is being systematically studied,
the feeling grows that . . . much that is now strenuously struggled for and methodized over in these early years of primary
reading will come of themselves with growth, and when the
child’s sense organs and nervous system are stronger; and that
in the meantime he should be acquiring [his] own experiences
and developing wants that will in time make reading a natural
demand and a meaningful process.”
_____22. “The child should be helped in . . . valuing truth
and truthfulness by reading much of what is faithful to reality.
We have come to have a wealth of true stories well told, in
history, natural science, biography, travel, etc. These are of
the greatest interest to young readers, and are full of the highest idealism as well: the Odyssey, Irving’s works, Shakespeare, Hawthorne, and later even Plato’s Phaedo, Dante,
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Plutarch, Tennyson, etc.”
_____23. “We can, at any rate, avoid giving children cut-anddried opinions upon the course of history while they are yet
young. What they want is graphic details concerning events
and persons upon which imagination goes to work; and opinions tend to form themselves by slow degrees as knowledge
grows.”
_____24. “The child has retentiveness and may study history,
but from the lips of a narrator. History taught in this way may
begin here with profit.”
_____25. “Real acquaintanceship with outdoor nature without too much of adult sentiment, well-directed muscular development in free play and in manual work, singing, illustrative drawing, picture-wiring, perhaps some conversational
work in a foreign language, these and other activities suited to
this [early] stage of the child’s development will make the
school session a wholesome delight instead of a burden, to
child and teacher alike.”
_____26. “When we say that ‘education is an atmosphere’ we
do not mean that a child should be isolated in what may be
called a ‘child-environment’ especially adapted and prepared,
but that we should take into account the educational value of
his natural home atmosphere, both as regards persons and
things, and should let him live freely among his proper conditions. It stultifies a child to bring down his world to the
child’s level.”
_____27. “The school of the future will have as one of its
important duties the instructing of parents in the means of
assisting the child’s natural learning in the home. The school
struggles strenuously with many tasks that parents can accomplish far more naturally and effectively. . . . I believe that
all this is peculiarly true of the subject of reading.”
_____28. “Most children will doubtless continue to be started
to school at the age of six, although a good home is usually a
better place for them until eight years of age, provided parents
"
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can give them a little time every day and can have proper instructions about assisting with home learning.”
When you check your answers, you will find that some
of the quotes are from Charlotte Mason, while others can be
attributed to John Dewey, G.T.W. Patrick, or Edmund Burke
Huey. The Mason quotes are from four of the books in the
six-volume Series. The remaining quotes are all from one
volume, The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading, written
by Huey (1908). Huey was an early researcher in educational
psychology whose work on eye movements during reading
still stands today. His volume covers many topics; most of the
quotes in this quiz are from Chapter 16 (“Learning to Read at
Home”). G.T.W. Patrick founded an early experimental psychology laboratory at the University of Iowa in 1890; John
Dewey started the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools
and later taught at Teacher’s College, Columbia University.
While Charlotte Mason’s philosophy differs in many ways
from that of Dewey and other American educational progressives and cognitive psychologists, it is interesting to discover
areas of similarity and agreement. Educational methods, as
well as the philosophies and beliefs upon which they are built,
must be examined carefully and compared to the truth of
God’s Word.
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